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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Dam Assessment Report presents the results of a visual inspection of the Northern Indiana
Public Service Company (NIPSCO, Owner), Michigan City Generating Station (MCGS) located in
Michigan City, Indiana (Site). The inspection was performed on May 23, 2011, by representatives
of GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc (GZA), accompanied by representatives of NIPSCO.

MCGS IMPOUNDMENTS

There are six separate impoundments located at the MCGS, consisting of: Primary Settling Pond
No. 1 (Primary No. 1), Secondary Settling Pond No. 1 (Secondary No. 1), Primary Settling Pond
No. 2 (Primary No. 2), Secondary Settling Pond No. 2 (Secondary No. 2), the Bottom Ash Area
(BAA), and the Final Settling Pond (FSP).

In general, wastewater flows through the impoundments by gravity from southwest to northeast to
the FSP where it is either pumped (recycled) back to the MCGS or discharged to Outfall 001 by
gravity.

Primary No. 1, Primary No. 2, and Secondary No. 1 consist of an earthfill embankment with a crest
length of approximately 3,050 feet and a maximum height (from the lowest elevation of Secondary
No. 1 to the top of embankment) of approximately 29 feet. A gravel road along the top of the crest
has a width of approximately 20 feet and an elevation of approximately 608.72 feet, National
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29)1. The outer and inner slopes of the embankments
are approximately 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (2.5H:1V). The perimeter of Secondary No. 1 is a
sheet pile wall. Crushed stone up to 8-inch diameter was placed on the upper portion of the inner
slope from the top of the sheet pile wall up to the crest.

Secondary No. 2 consists of an earthfill embankment with a crest length of approximately 450 feet.
Secondary No. 2 shares its southwestern slope with Primary No. 2. The southwestern upstream
slope of Secondary No. 2 is the northeastern downstream slope of Primary No. 2. As such, the
maximum embankment height of Secondary No. 2 (from the top of the embankment between
Secondary No. 2 and Primary No. 2 to the bottom of Primary No. 2) is approximately 29 feet.

The BAA consists of an area of compacted sand that was placed on top of the natural ground
surface for the purpose of directing bottom ash sluice water and stormwater runoff to the FSP. It
has one embankment that is shared with the FSP. This embankment has a maximum height of
2 feet. Since the BAA does not retain/impound water, it is GZA’s opinion the BAA does not
satisfy the criteria set forth by the EPA for units requiring further evaluation.

The FSP consists of an earthfill embankment with a crest length of approximately 2,500 feet and a
maximum height (from the top of the embankment to the estimated elevation of Lake Michigan) of
approximately 18 feet. A gravel road along the top of the crest has a width of approximately 20
feet and at its lowest elevation is approximately 587.72 feet. The inner slopes of the embankments
are approximately 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (2.5H:1V). The northern perimeter of the FSP is a
sheet pile wall.

1 Unless otherwise stated, elevations in this report are given in NGVD 29.
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The impoundments do not meet the definition of a dam in the State of Indiana and are therefore not
regulated by the IDNR, nor assigned a hazard potential rating. Under the EPA classification
system, it is GZA’s opinion that the Secondary No. 1, Secondary No. 2 and FSP would be
considered as having a Low hazard potential. This hazard potential rating was assigned because
failure or misoperation of these impoundments would result in no probable loss of human life and
low economic or environmental losses. Any economic or environmental losses would be primarily
limited to the MCGS property.

It is GZA’s opinion that the Primary No. 1 and Primary No. 2 would be considered as having a
Significant hazard potential. This hazard potential rating was assigned because, in the event of
dike failure, the coal ash stored in these primary impoundments may discharge into Lake Michigan
and could potentially cause environmental damage. Additionally, a dike failure would cause
disruption of lifeline facilities as the MCGS depends upon the water within the impoundments.
Note that MCGS alternates use of Primary No. 1 and Primary No. 2 such that only one primary
impoundment is utilized at a time. Primary No. 1 is currently operational.

Following submittal of the March 2012 Draft Report, NIPSCO completed a geotechnical investigation
and embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments, as well as a hydrologic and hydraulic
evaluation. These analyses were completed by Golder Associates, Inc. (Golder) with reports provided
to EPA dated August 27, 2012. Based on the results of these analyses, our visual inspection and in
accordance with EPA’s criteria, it is GZA’s opinion the Site’s Coal Ash Impoundments are currently in
SATISFACTORY condition.

The impoundments were found to have the following deficiencies:

1. Piezometers of unknown depth or construction were located throughout the impoundments
(NIPSCO provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31,
2012. The letter indicates the unused and undocumented piezometers were abandoned as
recommended);

2. No formal operation and maintenance plan or inspection checklist in place to observe and
document the structural condition of the impoundments (NIPSCO provided comments to
EPA regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31, 2012. The letter indicates
NIPSCO is developing an O&M plan for the Site);

3. The discharge pipes within the impoundments have not been inspected internally since
they were installed (NIPSCO provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft Report in a
letter dated July 31, 2012. The letter indicates NIPSCO has completed a survey of the
impoundment structures and video survey of the pipes was 90% complete);

4. There was an obstruction at the decant inlet and lack of a trash rack in Secondary No. 2;
5. The trash rack in Primary No. 2 was bent;
6. There was a pipe of unknown use observed near the overflow pipes at the FSP; and,
7. No design information available for the steel sheet piling used to support the northwestern

sides/ends of the impoundments (NIPSCO provided EPA with a geotechnical investigation
and embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments that was completed by
Golder. The embankment stability analyses included evaluation of the steel sheet piling).

The following recommendations and remedial measures generally describe the recommended
approach to address current deficiencies at the impoundments. Prior to undertaking recommended
maintenance, repairs, or remedial measures, the applicability of environmental permits needs to be
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determined for activities that may occur within resource areas under the jurisdiction of the
appropriate regulatory agencies.

Studies and Analyses

GZA recommends the following studies and analyses:

1. If an analysis of the structural capacity of the steel sheet piling has not been performed
previously or is not available, this type of analysis should be performed to verify that the
installed sheet piling has sufficient strength to support the loading applied by the
impoundments (NIPSCO provided EPA with a geotechnical investigation and embankment
stability analyses of the Site impoundments that was completed by Golder. The
embankment stability analyses included evaluation of the steel sheet piling);

2. Perform a seepage and stability analysis to evaluate the embankment slopes (As indicated
above, NIPSCO provided EPA with a geotechnical investigation and embankment stability
analyses of the Site impoundments that was completed by Golder. The embankment
stability analyses results indicated “acceptable factors of safety for all cases considered
when evaluated with respect to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers criteria for the types of
analyses and loading conditions evaluated”); and,

3. Perform a hydrologic and hydraulic analyses of the individual impoundments to determine
the adequacy of intake/discharge features and adequacy of current operating water levels
(NIPSCO provided EPA with a hydrologic and hydraulic evaluation of the impoundments
that was completed by Golder. The evaluation results indicated that…“All impounds are
shown to safely pass up to the 100-year return period event which is the minimum for a low
hazard dam as specified by the State of Indiana DNR Division of Water. The Primary and
Secondary Impoundments, the southwest Bottom Ash Area, and the Final Settling Pond
safely pass up to 50% of the 6-hour, PMP rainfall depth without overtopping.”)

Operation & Maintenance Recommendations

GZA recommends the following operation and maintenance level activities:

1. If they are not necessary for the operation of the impoundments, abandon the piezometers
that are located near the impoundments since their purpose, depth and construction are
unknown;

2. Clear the obstruction from the decant inlet in Secondary No. 2 and install a trash rack;

3. Exercise stops logs and related water level control mechanisms at exiting decant structures;

4. Increase/adjust the frequency of vegetative maintenance activity such that overgrowth is
minimized;

5. Perform a video camera survey of the intake and discharge pipe network within the
Impoundments to verify that they are operating correctly and are in suitable condition; and,

6. Create a formal checklist for visual inspections of the impoundments and associated
appurtenances and maintain the inspection records on file.
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NIPSCO provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31, 2012.
The letter indicates the unused and undocumented piezometers were abandoned as recommended,
a video survey of pipes within the impoundments was being completed, and an operation and
maintenance (O&M) plan was being developed to address these O&M issues.

Minor Repair Recommendations

GZA recommends the following repairs which may improve the overall condition of the
impoundments and water storage system, but do not alter the current design of the embankment.
The recommendations may require design by a professional engineer and construction contractor
experienced in embankment construction.

1. Repair the bent trash rack in Primary No. 2 before this impoundment is put back in service;

2. Repair sloughs and scarps on the embankments and provide future erosion protection as
necessary and,

3. Evaluate the function and necessity of the unknown pipe found on the northeast side of the
FSP and remove the pipe if it is not needed.

Remedial Measures Recommendations

1. In conjunction with the results of the seepage and stability analyses make provisions to
address inadequate factors of safety as applicable; and,

2. In conjunction with the results of the hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, make provisions
for an emergency overflow spillway, if necessary.

NIPSCO completed a geotechnical investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site
impoundments, as well as a hydrologic and hydraulic evaluation. These analyses were completed
by Golder Associates, Inc. with reports provided to EPA dated August 27, 2012. Based on the
results of these analyses, it is GZA’s opinion that the remedial measure recommendations
summarized above and provided in the Draft Report have been satisfied and no longer apply.
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1.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

1.1 General

1.1.1 Authority

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has retained GZA
GeoEnvironmental, Inc. (GZA) to perform a visual assessment and develop a report of
conditions for the Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO, Owner), a division of
NiSource, Michigan City Generating Station (MCGS, Site) coal ash impoundments located in
Michigan City, Indiana. This evaluation was authorized by the EPA under the authority of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) Section
104(e). This assessment and final report were performed in accordance with Round 10 of the
Assessment of Dam Safety of Coal Combustion Surface Impoundments, RFQ-DC-16, dated
March 16, 2011, and EPA Contract No. EP10W001313, Order No. EP-B11S-00049. The
assessment generally conformed to the requirements of the Federal Guidelines for Dam Safety1,
and this report is subject to the limitations contained in Appendix A and the Terms and
Conditions of our Contract Agreement.

1.1.2 Purpose of Work

The purpose of this assessment was to visually assess and evaluate the present condition
of the impoundments and appurtenant structures to attempt to identify conditions that may
adversely affect their structural stability and functionality, to note the extent of any deterioration
that may be observed, review the status of maintenance and needed repairs, and to evaluate the
conformity with current design and construction standards of care.

The assessment was divided into five parts: 1) obtain and review available reports,
investigations, and data from the Owner pertaining to the impoundments and appurtenant
structures; 2) perform an on-Site review with the Owner of available design, inspection, and
maintenance data and procedures for the Impoundments; 3) perform a visual assessment of the
Site; 4) prepare and submit a field assessment checklist; and, 5) prepare and submit a draft and a
final report presenting the evaluation of the impoundments, including recommendations and
proposed remedial actions.

1.1.3 Definitions

To provide the reader with a better understanding of the report, definitions of commonly
used terms associated with dams are provided in Appendix B. Some of these terms may be
included within this report. The terms are presented under common categories associated with
dams which include: 1) orientation; 2) dam components; 3) size classification; 4) hazard
classification; 5) general; and, 6) condition rating.

1 FEMA/ICODS, April 2004: http://www.ferc.gov/industries/hydropower/safety/guidelines/fema-93.pdf
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1.2 Description of Project

1.2.1 Location

The MCGS is located on the shores of Lake Michigan about one mile northwest of
Michigan City, Indiana, at the address 101 Wabash Street, Michigan City, Indiana 46360. The
impoundments are located less than a mile southwest of the MCGS at latitude 41 ̊ 43' 07" North
and longitude 86 ̊ 54' 48" West. A Site locus map of the MCGS, impoundments, and
surrounding area is shown on Figure 1. An aerial photograph of the MCGS, impoundments,
and surrounding area is provided as Figure 2.

1.2.2 Owner/Caretaker

The Impoundments are owned and operated by NIPSCO, a wholly owned division of
NiSource.

Dam Owner/Caretaker

Name NIPSCO, Michigan City Generating Station

Mailing Address 101 Wabash Street

City, State, Zip Michigan City, Indiana 46360

Contact Greg Costakis

Title Manager - Environmental Services

E-Mail gcostakis@nisource.com

Phone Number (219) 956-5125

1.2.3 Purpose of the Impoundments

The MCGS was originally constructed in 1929 and commercial operation began in
1931. Currently, the MCGS is a single-unit coal-fired power plant with a maximum generating
capacity of approximately 515 megawatts. The impoundments were constructed in the early
1970’s for the purpose of storing and disposing coal combustion byproducts and began
operation in 1973. Prior to 1973, fly ash was used as structural fill to fill in the shoreline of
Lake Michigan. In 1999, the MCGS switched to a dry fly ash handling system. The
impoundments have been utilized from 1973 to date.

Wastewater discharged from the Site is regulated under one National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit2. NIPSCO personnel indicated that the majority
of the wastewater discharged to the impoundments is recycled back to the MCGS. Any
wastewater discharged from the impoundments under the NPDES permit is discharged to Lake
Michigan through Outfall 001 as shown on Figure 2.

2 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit No. IN0000116, NIPSCO – Michigan City
Generating Station, Indiana Department of Environmental Management, March 15, 2011.
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1.2.4 Description of the Impoundments and Appurtenances

The following description of the impoundments is based on the Owner interviews,
design reports, as-built drawings, and field observations by GZA.

As shown on Figures 2 and 3, there are six separate impoundments: Primary Settling
Pond No. 1 (Primary No. 1), Secondary Settling Pond No. 1 (Secondary No. 1), Primary Settling
Pond No. 2 (Primary No. 2), Secondary Settling Pond No. 2 (Secondary No. 2), the Bottom Ash
Area (BAA), and the Final Settling Pond (FSP).

In general, wastewater flows through the impoundments by gravity from southwest to
northeast to the FSP where it is either pumped (recycled back) to the MCGS or discharged to
Outfall 001 by gravity through two 24-inch-diameter overflow pipes. Each impoundment
receives the following types of wastewater:

1. Primary No. 1 receives economizer ash sluice, precipitator ash sluice, air heater
washwater, boiler blowdown water, boiler fireside wash water, filter backwash,
reverse osmosis reject water, and miscellaneous low volume wastes;

2. Secondary No. 1 is the polishing pond for Primary No. 1 and as such only
receives flow from Primary No. 1;

3. Primary No. 2 can receive the same wastewaters as Primary No. 1. Currently,
no wastewater is discharged into Primary No. 2. No wastewater will be
discharged into Primary No. 2 until Primary No. 1 is filled with ash;

4. Secondary No. 2 is the polishing pond for Primary No. 2 and as such, only
receives wastewater from Primary No. 2;

5. The BAA receives boiler slag sluice, coal pile stormwater runoff, and coal
handling area floor drain water; and,

6. The Final Settling Pond receives flow from Secondary No. 1, Secondary No. 2,
and the BAA.

The impoundments were primarily constructed with compacted sands or silty sands on
the natural ground surface. Several soil borings completed by Golder in 2012 indicated the
presence bottom ash mixed within the sand fill at a low percentage. Additionally, a thin layer of
bottom ash was observed in soil borings BH-5 and BH-6 between Primary No. 2 and Secondary
No. 2 and Primary No. 2 and Lake Michigan. This condition was simulated in Golder’s stability
analyses and found to be satisfactory.

There is no lining beneath the impoundments. There are two rows of sheet piling that
separate the impoundments from Lake Michigan. The northernmost row was reportedly
installed between 1935 and 1950 and was primarily installed to protect the MCGS from wave
erosion. The second row of sheet piling was installed in 1973 in conjunction with the
Impoundments for the primary purpose of supporting the structural integrity of the
Impoundments and further protection from Lake Michigan. Heavy rip rap was placed in
between the two rows of sheet piling.

Primary No. 1, Primary No. 2, and Secondary No. 1 consist of an earthfill embankment
with a crest length of approximately 3,050 feet and a maximum height (from the lowest
elevation of Secondary No. 1 to the top of embankment) of approximately 29 feet. A gravel
road along the top of the crest has a width of approximately 20 feet and an elevation of
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approximately 608.72 feet, National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29)3. The outer
and inner slopes of the embankments are approximately 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (2.5H:1V).
The interior perimeter of Secondary No. 1 is a sheet pile wall. Crushed stone up to 8-inch
diameter was placed on the upper portion of the inner slope from the top of the sheet pile wall
up to the crest of the embankment. Secondary No. 1 shares its southwest slope with the
northeast embankment of Primary No. 1.

Secondary No. 2 consists of a sheet pile wall impounded area and is surrounded by an
earthfill embankment with a crest length of approximately 450 feet similar to Secondary No. 1.
Secondary No. 2 shares its southwestern slope with Primary No. 2. The southwestern upstream
slope of Secondary No. 2 is the northeastern downstream slope of Primary No. 2 as shown in
Figure 2. As such, the maximum embankment height of Secondary No. 2 (from the top of the
embankment between Secondary No. 2 and Primary No. 2 to the bottom of Primary No. 2) is
approximately 29 feet.

The BAA consists of an area of compacted sand that was placed on top of the natural
ground surface or compacted sand fill for the purpose of directing bottom ash runoff to the FSP.
It has one embankment that is shared with the FSP. This embankment has a maximum height of
2 feet and is solely used for controlling stormwater runoff from the BAA to the FSP.

The FSP consists of an earthfill embankment with a crest length of approximately 2,500
feet and a maximum height (from the top of the embankment to the estimated elevation of Lake
Michigan) of approximately 18 feet. A gravel road along the top of the crest has a width of
approximately 20 feet and at its lowest elevation is approximately 587.72 feet. The inner slopes
of the embankments are approximately 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (2.5H:1V). The northern
perimeter of the FSP is a sheet pile wall.

The impoundments have not been expanded since they were constructed in the 1970’s.

The discharge structures in each impoundment are summarized in the following table.

Impoundment
Name

Number of
Decant

Structures

Decant
Structure Pipe
Diameter and

Type

Inlet Elevation
of Decant
Structures

(Feet) Purpose
Primary No. 1 1 24-inch

Corrugated Metal
602.92 Transfer liquids to

Secondary No. 1
Secondary No. 1 1 24-inch

Corrugated Metal
588.82 Transfer liquids to FSP

Primary No. 2 1 24-inch
Corrugated Metal

587.72 Transfer liquids to
Secondary No. 2

Secondary No. 2 1 24-inch
Corrugated Metal

588.12 Transfer liquids to FSP

BAA 5 12-inch PVC 587.72 Transfer liquids to FSP

FSP None N/A N/A Pump liquids to the
MCGS

3 Unless otherwise stated, elevations in this report are given in NGVD 29.
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Two of the impoundments have emergency overflow pipes. Primary No. 1 has a 24-
inch diameter corrugated metal pipe set at a decant inlet elevation of approximately 606.72 feet
that discharges to Secondary No. 1. The FSP has two 24-inch diameter welded steel pipes set at
a decant inlet elevation of approximately 585.72 feet that discharge to Outfall 001.

Instrumentation at the impoundments includes several monitoring wells to conduct
groundwater sampling and approximately eight piezometers. According to NIPSCO, since the
time our GZA’s Site visit, piezometers that were unused and undocumented have been
abandoned.

Further discussion of the hydrology and hydraulics of the impoundments is provided in
Section 2.5.

1.2.5 Operations and Maintenance of the Impoundments

NIPSCO personnel visually inspect the impoundments on an infrequent basis but
generally not for structural purposes. There are limited formal operation and maintenance
procedures. Vegetation is sprayed once or twice per year to prohibit growth. The
impoundments do not meet the definition of a dam in the State of Indiana and are therefore not
regulated by the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR). Note that MCGS alternates
use of Primary No. 1 and Primary No. 2 such that only one primary impoundment is utilized at a
time. Primary No. 1 is currently operational. Primary No. 2 was last utilized in 2003 and the
settled fly ash has since been removed.

1.2.6 Size Classification

For the purposes of this EPA-mandated inspection, the size classifications will be based
on United States Army Corps of Engineers (COE) criteria. According to guidelines established
by the COE, dams with a storage volume less than 1,000 acre-feet and/or a height less than 40
feet are classified as Small sized structures. Based on their respective maximum heights and
storage volumes (refer to Section 1.3), each of the impoundments is classified as a Small sized
structure. As noted by NIPSCO in their July 31, 2012 letter to EPA following review of the
Draft Report, none of the impoundments at MCGS meet the minimum criteria as regulated
structures by the IDNR.

1.2.7 Hazard Potential Classification

Given that the impoundments do not meet the minimum criteria for a dam in the State of
Indiana and are therefore not regulated by the IDNR, the IDNR has not assigned them a hazard
potential rating. Under the EPA classification system, as presented in the Definitions section
(Appendix B) and on page 2 of each EPA checklist (Appendix C), it is GZA’s opinion that the
Secondary No. 1, Secondary No. 2, BAA, and FSP would be considered as having a Low hazard
potential. This hazard potential rating was assigned because failure or misoperation of these
impoundments would result in no probable loss of human life and low economic or
environmental losses. Any economic or environmental losses would be primarily limited to the
MCGS property.
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It is GZA’s opinion that the Primary No. 1 and Primary No. 2 would be considered as
having a Significant hazard potential. This hazard potential rating was assigned because, in the
event of dike failure, the coal ash stored in these primary impoundments may discharge into
Lake Michigan and could potentially cause environmental damage. Additionally, a dike failure
would cause disruption of lifeline facilities served by MCGS as the MCGS depends upon the
water within the impoundments in the production of electricity. Note that MCGS alternates use
of Primary No. 1 and Primary No. 2 such that only one primary impoundment is utilized at a
time. Primary No. 1 is currently operational.

1.3 Pertinent Engineering Data

The impoundments are located near Lake Michigan and are approximately bordered by the
Indiana National Dunes Lakeshore to the southwest, by Lake Michigan to the north and west,
Trail Creek to the east, and Michigan City to the south and east. The impoundments were
reportedly constructed on the natural ground surface and primarily consist of medium dense to
dense sand and silty sand. Small quantities of ash fill appears to be mixed with the compacted
sand and silty sand based on soil boring data recently completed by Golder. Historical soil
boring logs indicate that the impoundments were constructed on top of a layer of natural fine
sand underlain by silty sand4 and / or stiff clay. The construction specifications indicate that the
sand fill used for construction was obtained from on-Site sources. The fill was specified to be
placed in loose lifts of 6 to 8 inches and compacted to a minimum dry density of 98 pounds per
cubic foot. According to the specification, prior to placing the fill, the area to be filled was to be
cleared of all vegetation, topsoil, and organic material. The remaining soil underlying the filled
area was specified to be turned to a depth of 6-inches prior to placing the fill5.

The size, capacity, and current storage volume of each impoundment based on information
provided by NIPSCO6 are included in the following table.

Impoundment
Size

(Acres)

Total Storage
Capacity

(Cubic Yards)

Current Material
Storage Volume
(Cubic Yards)

Primary No. 1 2.2 57,250 42,938

Secondary No. 1 0.2 4,440 120
Primary No. 2 2.6 70,260 3,513
Secondary No. 2 0.2 5,344 267
BAA 0.7 2,296 459
FSP 5.7 137,361 6,868

As mentioned previously, there are two rows of continuous sheet piling at the MCGS. The
northernmost row was primarily installed to protect the MCGS from wave erosion and abuts
Lake Michigan. The second row of sheet piling was installed primarily along/adjacent to the
northwestern side/end of the impoundments for the primary purpose of supporting the structural
integrity of the impoundments and further shoreline protection. Heavy rip rap was placed in
between the two rows of sheet piling. The sheet pile walls are thick (3/8-inch) sheet steel and

4 Log of Soil Borings, Drawing No. B-252, Sargent & Lundy Engineers, February 4, 1970.
5 Specification W-2539 for Ash Settling Basins Work, Michigan City Generating Station - Unit 12, Sargent & Lundy

Engineers, August 11, 1972.
6 NIPSCO Response to EPA Information Request for Information for the Michigan City Generating Station,

October 4, 2010.
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are constructed with interlocked Z-sections. The Z-shape of the sheet pile cross section is
designed to help the wall resist bending and the interlock serves to make the wall act like one
continuous wall.

NIPSCO did not have design information for the northern row of sheet piling. The second row
was installed at the same time the Impoundments were constructed. According to the design
drawings7, the horizontal lengths, vertical lengths, sheet piling type, and construction method
consisted of the following:

Location of Sheet Piling
Horizontal

Length (feet)
Vertical

Length (feet) Type of Piling
Construction

Method

Adjacent to Primary No. 1 420 42 280-PZ38 ASTM A-572-50

Adjacent to Primary No. 1
and Primary No. 2

1,084.5 42 724-PZ38 ASTM A-572-50

Adjacent to FSP 934.5 42 623-PZ27 ASTM A-328

Adjacent to northern
embankment of FSP

54 42 36-PZ27 None specified

1.3.1 Drainage Area

The impoundments are enclosed embankments built up from the natural ground surface.
As such, the contributory drainage area is the surface area of the impoundments, approximately
12 acres, plus the surface stormwater runoff from the on-Site coal pile, which is approximately
10 acres in size. As such, the total drainage area for the impoundments is approximately 22
acres. The coal pile was not evaluated by GZA during the impoundment assessment.

1.3.2 Discharges at the Site

Discharges at the Site are regulated under the previously noted NPDES Permit. During
normal operating conditions, all of the wastewater discharged to the impoundments is recycled
back to the MCGS by a pump house located on the east side of the FSP. If the water level in the
FSP reached the emergency overflow discharge pipes, water would be discharged to Outfall 001
which empties into Lake Michigan and is permissible under the NPDES Permit.

7 Ash Settling Basins Tower Piling & Pond, Drawing No. B-473, Sargent & Lundy Engineers, December 19, 1972.
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1.3.3 General Elevations

Impoundment elevations presented in this report are taken from design drawings and
reports provided by NIPSCO personnel. Elevations are based upon the NGVD 29 vertical
datum.

Impoundment
Name

Lowest Dam
Crest Elevation

(feet)

Normal
Operating Pool
Elevation (feet)

Current
Operating Pool
Elevation (feet)

Emergency
Overflow

Elevation (feet)

Primary No. 1 608.72 602.92 602.92 606.72

Secondary No. 1 599.72 589.02 589.02 None

Primary No. 2 608.72 602.92 587.72 None

Secondary No. 2 594.72 588.12 586.12 None

BAA 589.92 N/A1 587.721 None

FSP 587.72 584.22 584.22 585.72

Note:
1. The BAA does not have a normal operating pool elevation because it is typically empty. The current

operating pool elevation provided is the decant inlet elevation.

1.3.4 Design and Construction Records and History of the Impoundments

According to the information provided by NIPSCO, the impoundments were designed
by Sargent & Lundy Engineers. Construction of the impoundments and sheet piling associated
therewith was completed in 1973. The structure of the impoundments has not been modified
since they were constructed. In 1999, the MCGS switched to a dry fly ash handling system
instead of the wet fly ash handling system that had been in use previously. The dry fly ash
handling system decreased the volume of sluice water discharged to the impoundments.

1.3.5 Operating Records

Minimal operating records are recorded by MCGS personnel and were not available to
GZA at the time of the assessment.

1.3.6 Previous Inspection Reports

According to NIPSCO personnel, previous inspection reports regarding the structural
stability of the impoundments have not been completed.

2.0 INSPECTION

2.1 Visual Inspection

The Impoundments were evaluated on May 23, 2011 by Walter Kosinski, P.E., and Thomas
Boom, P.E., of GZA. The weather was mostly cloudy with temperatures in the 60°s to 70°s
Fahrenheit. Underwater areas were not inspected as this level of investigation was beyond
GZA’s scope of services. A copy of the EPA Checklist for each impoundment is included in
Appendix C. Photographs to document the current conditions of the impoundments were taken
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during the inspection and are included in Appendix D. With respect to our visual evaluation,
there was no evidence of prior releases, failures, or patchwork observed by GZA.

2.1.1 General Findings

Following submittal of the March 2012 Draft Report, NIPSCO completed a geotechnical
investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments, as well as a hydrologic
and hydraulic evaluation. These analyses were completed by Golder Associates, Inc. (Golder) with
reports provided to EPA dated August 27, 2012. Based on the results of these analyses, our visual
inspection and in accordance with EPA’s criteria, it is GZA’s opinion the Site’s Coal Ash
Impoundments are currently in SATISFACTORY condition.

Specific concerns are identified in more detail in the sections below.

An overall plan showing the pertinent features, including the location and orientation of
photographs provided in Appendix D, is detailed on Figure 3.

2.1.2 Primary No. 1 (Photo Nos. 1 – 8, 50 and 51)

Primary No. 1 generally appeared to be in good condition. Wastewater was being
discharged into it during GZA’s assessment. The outer embankment slope generally appeared to
be in good condition. A layer of rip rap was evident on the outer embankment slope. There was
a minimal amount of vegetation on the outer slope. No unusual movement or sloughing was
observed on the outer slope. The alignment of the sheet piling appeared straight with no lateral
displacement (Photo Nos. 50 and 51).

The crest of Primary No. 1 also functions as a gravel road. The alignment of the top of
the embankment appeared generally level, with no depressions or irregularities observed.

Most of the interior slope could not be observed due to the water elevation within
Primary No. 1. The parts of the interior slope that could be observed appeared to be in good
condition. Some minor erosion channels were observed (Photo 8) and some minor sloughing
was noted near the emergency overflow pipe (Photo 7).

There are two discharge structures in Primary No. 1, the discharge structure and the
emergency overflow pipe. The concrete discharge structure utilizes stop logs to control the
elevation of the water within Primary No. 1. The concrete above the water level appeared intact.
The interior of the discharge structure could not be observed. The transfer and discharge pipes
could not be visually inspected during the assessment. MCGS reportedly has never had an issue
with any of the discharge pipes since the Impoundment was originally constructed.

The exterior of the corrugated metal emergency overflow pipe (Photo No. 7) appeared
to be in poor condition with significant corrosion observed in the exposed portion. GZA was
not able to observe its interior portion beneath the embankment.

A piezometer of unknown depth or construction was observed on the northwest side of
Primary No. 1 (Photo 3). Additionally, leakage from the wastewater pipes entering Primary No.
1 (Photo 4) was observed; NIPSCO personnel indicated that when this type of leakage was
discovered, it is routinely repaired immediately upon discovery.
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2.1.3 Secondary No. 1 (Photo Nos. 9-14)

Secondary No. 1 generally appeared to be in good condition. A continuous row of sheet
piling encloses the pool area of Secondary No. 1 (Photo 9). The inner embankment slope
appeared to be in good condition. A continuous layer of rip rap was evident on the inner
embankment slope. There was a minimal amount of vegetation on the inner slope. No unusual
movement was observed on the inner slope and some minor erosion channeling and sloughing
was observed (Photos 12 and 14).

The alignment of the sheet piling appeared straight with no lateral displacement. It
appeared that one section of the sheet piling in the southeastern corner was at a lower elevation
than the rest of the sheet piling (Photos 10 and 14). The condition of the sheet piling could not
be observed because it was underwater.

The crest of Secondary No. 1 also functions as a gravel road. The alignment of the top
of the embankment appeared generally level, with no depressions or irregularities observed.

There is one discharge structure in Secondary No. 1. The inlet of the discharge structure
was obstructed with debris and there did not appear to be a trashrack in place (Photo No. 11).
The interior of the discharge structure and discharge pipe could not be observed during the
assessment. MCGS reportedly has never had an issue with the discharge pipe since the
impoundment was originally constructed.

Several piezometers of unknown depth or construction were observed on the southeast
side of Secondary No. 1.

2.1.4 Primary No. 2 (Photo Nos. 15 - 23, 47, 48 and 49)

Primary No. 2 generally appeared to be in good condition. This impoundment was not
in use during GZA’s assessment and, according to NIPSCO personnel, it has not been used since
2003. The outer embankment slope generally appeared to be in good condition. A layer of rip
rap was evident on the outer embankment slope (i.e. the slope along the Lake Michigan side).
There was a minimal amount of vegetation on the outer slope. No unusual movement or
sloughing was observed on the outer slope. The alignment of the sheet piling appeared straight
with no lateral displacement (Photo Nos. 47, 48 and 49).

The crest of Primary No. 2 also functions as a gravel road. The alignment of the top of
the embankment appeared generally level, with no depressions or irregularities observed.

The interior slope appeared to be in good condition. Some minor erosion channels were
observed and some minor sloughing was noted near the emergency overflow pipe (Photos 16
and 22).

There is one discharge structure in Primary No. 2. The concrete discharge structure
utilizes stop logs to control the elevation of the water within Primary No. 2. The concrete
appeared intact but the trash rack appeared bent (Photo 17). The discharge pipe could not be
visually inspected during the assessment. MCGS reportedly has never had an issue with the
discharge pipe since the impoundment was originally constructed.
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2.1.5 Secondary No. 2 (Photo Nos. 24, 25, and 26)

Secondary No. 2 generally appeared to be in good condition but was not in use at the
time of GZA’s assessment. A continuous row of sheet piling encloses the pool area of
Secondary No. 2. The alignment of the sheet piling generally appeared straight but its condition
could not generally be observed because it was underwater. There is no inner embankment
slope.

There is one discharge structure in Secondary No. 2 that could not be observed because
of vegetation within the impoundment. MCGS reportedly has never had an issue with the
discharge pipe since the impoundment was originally constructed.

2.1.6 Bottom Ash Area (Photo Nos. 27 through 30)

Bottom ash sluice water is discharged to the BAA which acts as a temporary holding
area for bottom ash before it is sold for commercial use. The discharged water immediately
drains to the FSP through one of five discharge pipes. The BAA ground surface slopes toward
the FSP with a small embankment/road along the northwest side, located between the BAA and
FSP. The embankment is relatively small, approximately two feet in height, and appeared to be
in good condition. The discharge pipes were in fair condition. The BAA controls the sluice
water and stormwater from this area prior to discharging to the FSP. Since the BAA does not
retain / impound water, it is GZA’s opinion the BAA does not satisfy the criteria set forth by the
U.S. EPA for units requiring further evaluation, therefore the photos provided herein are for
reference only and the previously submitted Checklist has been removed from the Final Report.

2.1.7 Final Settling Pond (Photo Nos. 31 through 46)

The FSP generally appeared to be in good condition. The alignment of the sheet piling
on the northwest side of the FSP generally appeared straight (Photo Nos. 45 and 46). The crest
of the FSP also functions as a gravel road. The alignment of the top of the embankment
appeared generally level, with no depressions or irregularities observed. Most of the interior
slope could not be observed due to the water elevation within the FSP. The parts of the interior
slope that could be observed appeared to be in good condition.

The primary method to remove water from the FSP is by pumping. The pumphouse
contains pumps that transfer water from the FSP to the MCGS and controls the level of water
within the FSP. Additionally, there are two overflow pipes (Photo No. 31) that discharge to
Outfall 001. If water is discharged to Outfall 001, totalizers located on the overflow pipes
(Photo No. 33) will measure the volume of wastewater discharged. According to NIPSCO
personnel, the totalizers were operational. The concrete manholes housing the totalizers (Photo
Nos. 32 and 33) appeared to be in good condition. The interior of the overflow pipes could not
be visually inspected during the assessment. MCGS reportedly has never had an issue with the
discharge pipes since the Impoundment was originally constructed.

The pumphouse was not assessed during GZA’s site visit as this was outside of our
scope of work (Photo 44). An unknown pipe was observed penetrating through the embankment
with an outfall end above the current waterline on the northeast side of the FSP (Photo 31).
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2.1.8 Steel Sheet Piling

The steel sheet piling generally appeared to be in good condition with no indications of
lateral wall movement and little corrosion. GZA did not evaluate the sheet piling as part of the
inspection but has provided some general comments. As mentioned previously, there are two
rows of continuous sheet piling at the MCGS. Heavy rip rap was placed in between the two
rows of sheet piling. The sheet pile walls are thick (3/8-inch) sheet steel and are constructed
with interlocked Z-sections. The Z-shape of the sheet pile cross section is designed to help the
wall resist bending and the interlock serves to make the wall act like one continuous wall.
Design information regarding the sheet pile wall structural integrity was not available at the time
of the inspection.

2.2 Caretaker Interview

Maintenance of the dam is the responsibility of MCGS personnel. GZA met with MCGS
personnel and discussed the current operations and maintenance procedures, regulatory
requirements, and the history of the impoundments since they were constructed. The
observations, descriptions and findings presented in this Final Report reference these
discussions.

2.3 Operation and Maintenance Procedures

As discussed in Section 1.2.5, MCGS personnel are responsible for the regular operation and
maintenance of the impoundments but there are no formal operation and maintenance
procedures in place. The impoundments are typically observed at least once per day for
anything unusual. NIPSCO indicated in their July 31, 2012 letter to EPA following review of
the Draft Report that an operation and maintenance (O&M) plan was in the process of being
completed.

2.4 Emergency Action Plan

There is no Emergency Action Plan (EAP) developed for the impoundments. An EAP is not
required under Indiana regulations. However, NIPSCO indicated in their July 31, 2012 letter to
EPA that an O&M plan was being prepared that would include operating procedures,
inspections and vegetative maintenance.

2.5 Hydrologic/Hydraulic Data

GZA did not perform an independent assessment of the hydraulics and hydrology for the
impoundments as this was beyond our scope of services. During normal operating conditions,
there is approximately six feet of freeboard in Primary No.1 and Primary No. 2, approximately
10.5 feet in Secondary No. 1, approximately 6.5 feet in Secondary No. 2, and approximately 3.5
feet in the FSP. The BAA is generally empty. NIPSCO provided EPA with an August 27, 2012
final report prepared by Golder regarding the hydrologic and hydraulic performance of the
impoundments. The evaluation results indicated that “…All impounds are shown to safely pass
up to the 100-year return period event which is the minimum for a low hazard dam as specified
by the State of Indiana DNR Division of Water. The Primary and Secondary Impoundments,
the southwest Bottom Ash Area, and the Final Settling Pond safely pass up to 50% of the
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6-hour, PMP rainfall depth without overtopping.” A copy of the August 27, 2012 final report is
included in Appendix E.

2.6 Structural and Seepage Stability

The original structural and seepage stability analyses, if any, were not available to GZA at the
time of inspection. Slope stability analyses, seepage analyses, foundation liquefaction analyses,
and settlement analyses reports were not available. NIPSCO provided EPA with an August 27,
2012 geotechnical investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments
that was completed by Golder. The embankment stability analyses results indicated
“…acceptable factors of safety for all cases considered when evaluated with respect to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers criteria for the types of analyses and loading conditions evaluated.” A
copy of the August 27, 2012 geotechnical investigation and embankment stability analyses is
included in Appendix F.

3.0 ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Assessments

Following submittal of the March 2012 Draft Report, NIPSCO completed a geotechnical
investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments, as well as a
hydrologic and hydraulic evaluation. These analyses were completed by Golder Associates, Inc.
(Golder) with reports provided to EPA dated August 27, 2012. Based on the results of these
analyses, our visual inspection and in accordance with EPA’s criteria, it is GZA’s opinion the
Site’s Coal Ash Impoundments are currently in SATISFACTORY condition.

The impoundments were found to have the following deficiencies:

1. Piezometers of unknown depth or construction were located throughout the
impoundments (NIPSCO provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft
Report in a letter dated July 31, 2012. The letter indicates the unused and
undocumented piezometers were abandoned as recommended);

2. No formal operation and maintenance plan or inspection checklist in place to
observe and document the structural condition of the impoundments (NIPSCO
provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31,
2012. The letter indicates NIPSCO is developing an O&M plan for the Site as
discussed in Section 2.3);

3. The discharge pipes within the impoundments have not been inspected
internally since they were installed (NIPSCO provided comments to EPA
regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31, 2012. The letter indicates
NIPSCO has completed a survey of the impoundment structures and video
survey of the pipes was 90% complete);

4. There was an obstruction at the decant inlet and lack of a trash rack in
Secondary No. 2;

5. The trash rack in Primary No. 2 was bent;
6. There was a pipe of unknown use observed near the overflow pipes at the FSP;

and,
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7. No design information available for the steel sheet piling used to support the
northwestern sides/ends of the impoundments (NIPSCO provided EPA with a
geotechnical investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site
impoundments that was completed by Golder. The embankment stability
analyses included evaluation of the steel sheet piling and found to be
satisfactory).

The following recommendations and remedial measures generally describe the recommended
approach to address current deficiencies at the impoundments. Prior to undertaking
recommended maintenance, repairs, or remedial measures, the applicability of environmental
permits needs to be determined for activities that may occur within resource areas under the
jurisdiction of the appropriate regulatory agencies.

3.2 Studies and Analyses

GZA recommends the following studies and analyses:

1. If an analysis of the structural capacity of the steel sheet piling has not been
performed previously or is not available, this type of analysis should be
performed to verify that the installed sheet piling has sufficient strength to
support the loading applied by the impoundments (NIPSCO provided EPA with
a geotechnical investigation and embankment stability analyses of the Site
impoundments that was completed by Golder. The embankment stability
analyses included evaluation of the steel sheet piling);

2. Perform a seepage and stability analysis to evaluate the embankment slopes (As
indicated above, NIPSCO provided EPA with a geotechnical investigation and
embankment stability analyses of the Site impoundments that was completed by
Golder. The embankment stability analyses results indicated “acceptable
factors of safety for all cases considered when evaluated with respect to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers criteria for the types of analyses and loading
conditions evaluated”); and,

3. Perform a hydrologic and hydraulic analyses of the individual impoundments to
determine the adequacy of intake/discharge features and adequacy of current
operating water levels (NIPSCO provided EPA with a hydrologic and hydraulic
evaluation of the impoundments that was completed by Golder. The evaluation
results indicated that “All impounds are shown to safely pass up to the 100-year
return period event which is the minimum for a low hazard dam as specified by
the State of Indiana DNR Division of Water. The Primary and Secondary
Impoundments, the southwest Bottom Ash Area, and the Final Settling Pond
safely pass up to 50% of the 6-hour, PMP rainfall depth without overtopping.”)
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3.3 Recurrent Operation & Maintenance Recommendations

GZA recommends the following operation and maintenance level activities:

1. If they are not necessary for the operation of the impoundments, abandon the
piezometers that are located near the impoundments since their purpose, depth
and construction are unknown;

2. Clear the obstruction from the decant inlet in Secondary No. 2 and install a trash
rack;

3. Exercise stops logs and related water level control mechanisms at exiting decant
structures;

4. Increase/adjust the frequency of vegetative maintenance activity such that
overgrowth is minimized;

5. Perform a video camera survey of the intake and discharge pipe network within
the Impoundments to verify that they are operating correctly and are in suitable
condition; and,

6. Create a formal checklist for visual inspections of the impoundments and
associated appurtenances and maintain the inspection records on file.

NIPSCO provided comments to EPA regarding the Draft Report in a letter dated July 31, 2012.
The letter indicates the unused and undocumented piezometers were abandoned as
recommended, a video survey of pipes within the impoundments was being completed, and an
operation and maintenance (O&M) plan was being developed to address these O&M issues.

3.4 Minor Repair Recommendations

GZA recommends the following repairs which may improve the overall condition of the
impoundments and water storage system, but do not alter the current design of the embankment.
The recommendations may require design by a professional engineer and construction
contractor experienced in embankment construction.

1. Repair the bent trash rack in Primary No. 2 before this impoundment is put back
in service;

2. Repair sloughs and scarps on the embankments and provide future erosion
protection as necessary and,

3. Evaluate the function and necessity of the unknown pipe found on the northeast
side of the FSP and remove the pipe if it is not needed.
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Appendix A

Limitations



DAM ENGINEERING & VISUAL INSPECTION LIMITATIONS

1. The observations described in this report were made under the conditions stated herein. The conclusions
presented in the report were based solely on the services described therein, and not on scientific tasks or
procedures beyond the scope of described services or the time and budgetary constraints imposed by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

2. In preparing this report, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. (GZA) has relied on certain information provided
by the Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO) as well as Federal, state, and local officials
and other parties referenced therein. GZA has also relied on certain information contained on the State
of Indiana’s website as well as Federal, state, and local officials and other parties which were available to
GZA at the time of the inspection. Although there may have been some degree of overlap in the
information provided by these various sources, GZA did not attempt to independently verify the accuracy
or completeness of all information reviewed or received during the course of this work.

3. In reviewing this Report, it should be noted that the reported condition of the Ash Pond is based on
observations of field conditions during the course of this study along with data made available to GZA.
The observations of conditions at the Ash Pond reflect only the situation present at the specific moment
in time the observations were made, under the specific conditions present. It may be necessary to
reevaluate the recommendations of this report when subsequent phases of evaluation or repair and
improvement provide more data.

4. It is important to note that the condition of a dam or embankment depends on numerous and constantly
changing internal and external conditions, and is evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume
that the present condition of the dam or embankment will continue to represent the condition of the dam
or embankment at some point in the future. Only through continued care and inspection can there be any
chance that unsafe conditions may be detected.

5. Water level readings have been reviewed and interpretations have been made in the text of this report.
Fluctuations in the level of the groundwater and surface water may occur due to variations in rainfall,
temperature, and other factors different than at the time measurements were made.

6. GZA’s comments on the history, hydrology, hydraulics, and embankment stability for the Impoundments
are based on a limited review of available design documentation for the NIPSCO facility. Calculations
and computer modeling used in these analyses were not available and were not independently reviewed
by GZA.

7. This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of EPA for specific application to the existing dam
facilities, in accordance with generally accepted dam engineering practices. No other warranty, express
or implied, is made.

8. This dam inspection verification report has been prepared for this project by GZA. This report is for
broad evaluation and management purposes only and is not sufficient, in and of itself, to prepare
construction documents or an accurate bid.

J:\01.xx Norwood\01.0170142.30 CCW Dams Round 10\NIPSCO_Michigan City\Final Report\Appendices\Appendix A_Limitations.doc



Appendix B

Definitions



 

 

COMMON DAM SAFETY DEFINITIONS 

 
For a comprehensive list of dam engineering terminology and definitions refer to references 

published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the 

Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation, or the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency.   

 

Orientation 
 
Upstream – Shall mean the side of the dam that borders the impoundment. 

 

Downstream – Shall mean the high side of the dam, the side opposite the upstream side. 

 

Right – Shall mean the area to the right when looking in the downstream direction. 

 

Left – Shall mean the area to the left when looking in the downstream direction. 

 

 

Dam Components 
 
Dam – Shall mean any artificial barrier, including appurtenant works, which impounds or diverts water. 

 

Embankment – Shall mean the fill material, usually earth or rock, placed with sloping sides, such that it 

forms a permanent barrier that impounds water. 

 

Crest – Shall mean the top of the dam, usually provides a road or path across the dam. 

 

Abutment – Shall mean that part of a valley side against which a dam is constructed.  An artificial abutment 

is sometimes constructed as a concrete gravity section, to take the thrust of an arch dam where there is no 

suitable natural abutment.   

 

Appurtenant Works – Shall mean structures, either in dams or separate there from, including but not be 

limited to, spillways; reservoirs and their rims; low level outlet works; and water conduits including tunnels, 

pipelines, or penstocks, either through the dams or their abutments. 

 

Spillway – Shall mean a structure over or through which water flows are discharged.  If the flow is controlled 

by gates or boards, it is a controlled spillway; if the fixed elevation of the spillway crest controls the level of 

the impoundment, it is an uncontrolled spillway. 

 

 General  
 
EAP – Emergency Action Plan -  Shall mean a predetermined plan of action to be taken to reduce the 

potential for property damage and/or loss of life in an area affected by an impending dam break. 

 

O&M Manual – Operations and Maintenance Manual; Document identifying routine maintenance and 

operational procedures under normal and storm conditions. 

 

Normal Pool – Shall mean the elevation of the impoundment during normal operating conditions. 

 

Acre-foot – Shall mean a unit of volumetric measure that would cover one acre to a depth of one foot.  It is 

equal to 43,560 cubic feet.  One million U.S. gallons = 3.068 acre feet. 

 



Height of Dam – Shall mean the vertical distance from the lowest portion of the natural ground, including 

any stream channel, along the downstream toe of the dam to the crest of the dam. 

 

Spillway Design Flood (SDF) – Shall mean the flood used in the design of a dam and its appurtenant works 

particularly for sizing the spillway and outlet works, and for determining maximum temporary storage and 

height of dam requirements. 

 

Condition Rating 
 
SATISFACTORY - No existing or potential management unit safety deficiencies are recognized. 

Acceptable performance is expected under all applicable loading conditions (static, hydrologic, seismic) in 

accordance with the applicable criteria. Minor maintenance items may be required. 

 

FAIR - Acceptable performance is expected under all required loading conditions (static, hydrologic, 

seismic) in accordance with the applicable safety regulatory criteria.  Minor deficiencies may exist that 

require remedial action and/or secondary studies or investigations. 

 

POOR - A management unit safety deficiency is recognized for any required loading condition (static, 

hydrologic, seismic) in accordance with the applicable dam safety regulatory criteria. Remedial action is 

necessary.  POOR also applies when further critical studies or investigations are needed to identify any 

potential dam safety deficiencies. 

 

UNSATISFACTORY - Considered unsafe. A dam safety deficiency is recognized that requires immediate 

or emergency remedial action for problem resolution.  Reservoir restrictions may be necessary. 

 

 

Hazard Potential 

 (In the event the impoundment should fail, the following would occur): 

 

LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of the dam results in no probable 

loss of human life or economic or environmental losses. 

 

LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential classification are those where 

failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life and low economic and/or environmental 

losses. Losses are principally limited to the owner’s property. 

 

SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant hazard potential classification are 

those dams where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic 

loss, environmental damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant 

hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or agricultural areas but could be 

located in areas with population and significant infrastructure. 

 

HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard potential classification are those where 

failure or misoperation will probably cause loss of human life. 

 

 

 
J:\170,000-179,999\170142\170142-00.JPG\Inspections\Salt River round 2\Report\definitions.doc 

 



Appendix C

Inspection Checklists



BNYJ ?FRJ3 8FYJ3

Unit ?FRJ3 @UJWFYTW#X ?FRJ3

Unit <'8'3 ;F_FWI ATYJSYNFQ 7QFXXNKNHFYNTS3 (756 ,75=7471/=B *>E

<SXUJHYTW#X ?FRJ3
7MJHP YMJ FUUWTUWNFYJ GT] GJQT\' AWT[NIJ HTRRJSYX \MJS FUUWTUWNFYJ' <K STY FUUQNHFGQJ TW STY F[FNQFGQJ& WJHTWI !?(5!' 5S^ ZSZXZFQ HTSINYNTSX TW
HTSXYWZHYNTS UWFHYNHJX YMFY XMTZQI GJ STYJI NS YMJ HTRRJSYX XJHYNTS' 9TW QFWLJ INPJI JRGFSPRJSYX& XJUFWFYJ HMJHPQNXYX RF^ GJ ZXJI KTW INKKJWJSY
JRGFSPRJSY FWJFX' <K XJUFWFYJ KTWRX FWJ ZXJI& NIJSYNK^ FUUWT]NRFYJ FWJF YMFY YMJ KTWR FUUQNJX YT NS HTRRJSYX'

EJX ?T EJX ?T

*' 9WJVZJSH^ TK 7TRUFS^#X 8FR <SXUJHYNTSX4 *1' BQTZLMNSL TW GZQLNSL TS XQTUJX4

+' ATTQ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 *2' >FOTW JWTXNTS TW XQTUJ IJYJWNTWFYNTS4

,' 8JHFSY NSQJY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 +)' 8JHFSY ANUJX3

-' @UJS HMFSSJQ XUNQQ\F^ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW JSYJWNSL NSQJY& GZY STY J]NYNSL TZYQJY4

.' =T\JXY IFR HWJXY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY& GZY STY JSYJWNSL NSQJY4

/' <K NSXYWZRJSYFYNTS NX UWJXJSY& FWJ WJFINSLX
WJHTWIJI $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4

<X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY KQT\NSL HQJFW4

0' <X YMJ JRGFSPRJSY HZWWJSYQ^ ZSIJW HTSXYWZHYNTS4
+*' BJJUFLJ $XUJHNK^ QTHFYNTS& NK XJJUFLJ HFWWNJX KNSJX&
FSI FUUWT]NRFYJ XJJUFLJ WFYJ GJQT\%3

1' 9TZSIFYNTS UWJUFWFYNTS $WJRT[J [JLJYFYNTS&XYZRUX&
YTUXTNQ NS FWJF \MJWJ JRGFSPRJSY KNQQ \NQQ GJ UQFHJI%4

9WTR ZSIJWIWFNS4

2' CWJJX LWT\NSL TS JRGFSPRJSY4 $<K XT& NSINHFYJ
QFWLJXY INFRJYJW GJQT\%

5Y NXTQFYJI UTNSYX TS JRGFSPRJSY XQTUJX4

*)' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS HWJXY4 5Y SFYZWFQ MNQQXNIJ NS YMJ JRGFSPRJSY FWJF4

**' <X YMJWJ XNLSNKNHFSY XJYYQJRJSY FQTSL YMJ HWJXY4 @[JW \NIJXUWJFI FWJFX4

*+' 5WJ IJHFSY YWFXMWFHPX HQJFW FSI NS UQFHJ4 9WTR IT\SXYWJFR KTZSIFYNTS FWJF4

*,' 8JUWJXXNTSX TW XNSPMTQJX NS YFNQNSLX XZWKFHJ TW
\MNWQUTTQ NS YMJ UTTQ FWJF4

!6TNQX! GJSJFYM XYWJFR TW UTSIJI \FYJW4

*-' 7QTLLJI XUNQQ\F^X& LWTNS TW IN[JWXNTS INYHMJX4 5WTZSI YMJ TZYXNIJ TK YMJ IJHFSY UNUJ4

*.' 5WJ XUNQQ\F^ TW INYHM QNSNSLX IJYJWNTWFYJI4 ++' BZWKFHJ RT[JRJSYX NS [FQQJ^ GTYYTR TW TS MNQQXNIJ4

*/' 5WJ TZYQJYX TK IJHFSY TW ZSIJWIWFNSX GQTHPJI4 +,' DFYJW FLFNSXY IT\SXYWJFR YTJ4

*0' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS XQTUJX4 +-' DJWJ AMTYTX YFPJS IZWNSL YMJ IFR NSXUJHYNTS4

+/8>@ /2D3@A3 16/=53A 7= B63A3 7B3<A 1>C;2 1/CA3 7=AB/07;7BG /=2 A6>C;2 03 @3?>@B32 4>@
4C@B63@ 3D/;C/B7>=$ %2D3@A3 1>=27B7>=A =>B32 7= B63A3 7B3<A A6>C;2 =>@</;;G 03 23A1@7032 !3FB3=B# ;>1/B7>=#
D>;C<3# 3B1$" 7= B63 A?/13 03;>E /=2 >= B63 0/19 >4 B67A A633B$

<SXUJHYNTS <XXZJ " 7TRRJSYX

Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form
US Environmental

Protection Agency

EPA FORM -XXXX

N/A oPb

N/A

Daily

602.92 ft

602.92 ft

N/A

608.72 ft

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)

Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # _____________________ INSPECTOR______________________

Date ____________________________________

Impoundment Name ________________________________________________________
Impoundment Company ____________________________________________________
EPA Region ___________________
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss __________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name of Impoundment _____________________________________________________
(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New ________ Update _________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction? ______ ______
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment? ______ ______

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: _____________________________________________

Nearest Downstream Town : Name ____________________________________
Distance from the impoundment __________________________
Impoundment
Location: Longitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds

Latitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds
State _________ County ___________________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES ______ NO ______

If So Which State Agency?___________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 1

IN0000116
Walter Kosinski, P.E.
& Thomas Boom, P.E.

May 24, 2011

Michigan City Generating Station

NIPSCO

5

Not regulated by Indiana DNR

Primary Settling Basin No. 1

X

X

X

Settling of coal combustion ash.

N/A - Lake Michigan
100 feet

86 54 56

41 42 59

IN LaPorte County

X

N/A



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

______ LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______ LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

______ SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______ HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2

X

A significant hazard rating was selected because in the unlikely event

of dike failure, the coal ash stored in the impoundment may discharge

into Lake Michigan and cause environmental damage. Although this

condition is unlikely due to the presence of two protective sheet

pile walls separating Lake Michigan from the impoundment, by definition,

the potential for environmental impact is possible. Additionally, a

dike failure would cause disruption of lifeline facilities as the

generating station depends upon the water within the impoundments.

Failure of the dike would not likely result in loss of human life.

Note that the generating station alternates use of Primary Settling

Basin No. 1 with Primary Settling Basin No. 2 such that only one primary

basin is utilized at a time.



CONFIGURATION:

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Height
original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

DIKED

original ground
Height

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Water or ccw

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

originaloriginal
groundground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

HeightHeight
original
ground
original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

INCISED

Water or ccw

original
ground

_____ Cross-Valley
_____ Side-Hill
_____ Diked
_____ Incised (form completion optional)

_____ Combination Incised/Diked
Embankment Height __________ feet Embankment Material_______________
Pool Area __________________ acres Liner ____________________________
Current Freeboard ___________ feet Liner Permeability _________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 3

X
28* Compacted sand and sheet pile wall

2.2 None

N/A

*Maximum height from top of embankment to Lake Michigan.



TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL

Avg
Depth

Bottom
Width

Depth

TRIANGULAR_____ Open Channel Spillway
_____ Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

_____ Triangular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth
_____ Rectangular
_____ Irregular

_____ depth
_____ bottom (or average) width

Width

Depth

Average Width

_____ top width

_____ Outlet

_____ inside diameter

Material Inside Diameter

_____ corrugated metal
_____ welded steel
_____ concrete
_____ plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)
_____ other (specify) ____________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES _______ NO _______

_____ No Outlet

_____ Other Type of Outlet (specify) ________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4

Sargent & Lundy Engineers

24 in.

X

X

X Emergency Overflow - 24-inch corrugated metal

X *

*Inside concrete structure with stoplogs



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES __________ NO ___________

If So When? ___________________________

If So Please Describe : _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 5

X



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES _______ NO _______

If So When? ___________________________

IF So Please Describe: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6

X



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES ________NO ________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? ____________________

If so Please Describe : ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7

X



BNYJ ?FRJ3 8FYJ3

Unit ?FRJ3 @UJWFYTW#X ?FRJ3

Unit <'8'3 ;F_FWI ATYJSYNFQ 7QFXXNKNHFYNTS3 (756 ,75=7471/=B *>E

<SXUJHYTW#X ?FRJ3
7MJHP YMJ FUUWTUWNFYJ GT] GJQT\' AWT[NIJ HTRRJSYX \MJS FUUWTUWNFYJ' <K STY FUUQNHFGQJ TW STY F[FNQFGQJ& WJHTWI !?(5!' 5S^ ZSZXZFQ HTSINYNTSX TW
HTSXYWZHYNTS UWFHYNHJX YMFY XMTZQI GJ STYJI NS YMJ HTRRJSYX XJHYNTS' 9TW QFWLJ INPJI JRGFSPRJSYX& XJUFWFYJ HMJHPQNXYX RF^ GJ ZXJI KTW INKKJWJSY
JRGFSPRJSY FWJFX' <K XJUFWFYJ KTWRX FWJ ZXJI& NIJSYNK^ FUUWT]NRFYJ FWJF YMFY YMJ KTWR FUUQNJX YT NS HTRRJSYX'

EJX ?T EJX ?T

*' 9WJVZJSH^ TK 7TRUFS^#X 8FR <SXUJHYNTSX4 *1' BQTZLMNSL TW GZQLNSL TS XQTUJX4

+' ATTQ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 *2' >FOTW JWTXNTS TW XQTUJ IJYJWNTWFYNTS4

,' 8JHFSY NSQJY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 +)' 8JHFSY ANUJX3

-' @UJS HMFSSJQ XUNQQ\F^ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW JSYJWNSL NSQJY& GZY STY J]NYNSL TZYQJY4

.' =T\JXY IFR HWJXY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY& GZY STY JSYJWNSL NSQJY4

/' <K NSXYWZRJSYFYNTS NX UWJXJSY& FWJ WJFINSLX
WJHTWIJI $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4

<X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY KQT\NSL HQJFW4

0' <X YMJ JRGFSPRJSY HZWWJSYQ^ ZSIJW HTSXYWZHYNTS4
+*' BJJUFLJ $XUJHNK^ QTHFYNTS& NK XJJUFLJ HFWWNJX KNSJX&
FSI FUUWT]NRFYJ XJJUFLJ WFYJ GJQT\%3

1' 9TZSIFYNTS UWJUFWFYNTS $WJRT[J [JLJYFYNTS&XYZRUX&
YTUXTNQ NS FWJF \MJWJ JRGFSPRJSY KNQQ \NQQ GJ UQFHJI%4

9WTR ZSIJWIWFNS4

2' CWJJX LWT\NSL TS JRGFSPRJSY4 $<K XT& NSINHFYJ
QFWLJXY INFRJYJW GJQT\%

5Y NXTQFYJI UTNSYX TS JRGFSPRJSY XQTUJX4

*)' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS HWJXY4 5Y SFYZWFQ MNQQXNIJ NS YMJ JRGFSPRJSY FWJF4

**' <X YMJWJ XNLSNKNHFSY XJYYQJRJSY FQTSL YMJ HWJXY4 @[JW \NIJXUWJFI FWJFX4

*+' 5WJ IJHFSY YWFXMWFHPX HQJFW FSI NS UQFHJ4 9WTR IT\SXYWJFR KTZSIFYNTS FWJF4

*,' 8JUWJXXNTSX TW XNSPMTQJX NS YFNQNSLX XZWKFHJ TW
\MNWQUTTQ NS YMJ UTTQ FWJF4

!6TNQX! GJSJFYM XYWJFR TW UTSIJI \FYJW4

*-' 7QTLLJI XUNQQ\F^X& LWTNS TW IN[JWXNTS INYHMJX4 5WTZSI YMJ TZYXNIJ TK YMJ IJHFSY UNUJ4

*.' 5WJ XUNQQ\F^ TW INYHM QNSNSLX IJYJWNTWFYJI4 ++' BZWKFHJ RT[JRJSYX NS [FQQJ^ GTYYTR TW TS MNQQXNIJ4

*/' 5WJ TZYQJYX TK IJHFSY TW ZSIJWIWFNSX GQTHPJI4 +,' DFYJW FLFNSXY IT\SXYWJFR YTJ4

*0' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS XQTUJX4 +-' DJWJ AMTYTX YFPJS IZWNSL YMJ IFR NSXUJHYNTS4

+/8>@ /2D3@A3 16/=53A 7= B63A3 7B3<A 1>C;2 1/CA3 7=AB/07;7BG /=2 A6>C;2 03 @3?>@B32 4>@
4C@B63@ 3D/;C/B7>=$ %2D3@A3 1>=27B7>=A =>B32 7= B63A3 7B3<A A6>C;2 =>@</;;G 03 23A1@7032 !3FB3=B# ;>1/B7>=#
D>;C<3# 3B1$" 7= B63 A?/13 03;>E /=2 >= B63 0/19 >4 B67A A633B$

<SXUJHYNTS <XXZJ " 7TRRJSYX

Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form
US Environmental

Protection Agency

EPA FORM -XXXX

N/A oPb

oPb

Daily

589.02 ft +/-

588.82 ft

N/A

599.72 ft

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)

Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # _____________________ INSPECTOR______________________

Date ____________________________________

Impoundment Name ________________________________________________________
Impoundment Company ____________________________________________________
EPA Region ___________________
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss __________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name of Impoundment _____________________________________________________
(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New ________ Update _________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction? ______ ______
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment? ______ ______

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: _____________________________________________

Nearest Downstream Town : Name ____________________________________
Distance from the impoundment __________________________
Impoundment
Location: Longitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds

Latitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds
State _________ County ___________________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES ______ NO ______

If So Which State Agency?___________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 1

IN0000116
Walter Kosinski, P.E.
& Thomas Boom, P.E.

May 24, 2011

Michigan City Generating Station

NIPSCO

5

Not regulated by Indiana DNR

Secondary Settling Basin No. 1

X

X

X

Settling of coal combustion ash.

N/A - Lake Michigan
100 feet

86 54 54

41 43 03

IN LaPorte County

X

N/A



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

______ LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______ LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

______ SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______ HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2

X

Low hazard potential was selected because in the event of dike failure

the losses would be minimal due to the relatively small volume of

water and potential ash in the impoundment, the losses would be

principally limited to the owner's property, and there are two rows

of protective sheet piling between the dike and Lake Michigan.



CONFIGURATION:

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Height
original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

DIKED

original ground
Height

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Water or ccw

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

originaloriginal
groundground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

HeightHeight
original
ground
original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

INCISED

Water or ccw

original
ground

_____ Cross-Valley
_____ Side-Hill
_____ Diked
_____ Incised (form completion optional)

_____ Combination Incised/Diked
Embankment Height __________ feet Embankment Material_______________
Pool Area __________________ acres Liner ____________________________
Current Freeboard ___________ feet Liner Permeability _________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 3

X

Compacted sand and

28* sheet pile wall
0.2 None

N/A

*Maximum height from top of embankment to Lake Michigan.

11



TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL

Avg
Depth

Bottom
Width

Depth

TRIANGULAR_____ Open Channel Spillway
_____ Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

_____ Triangular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth
_____ Rectangular
_____ Irregular

_____ depth
_____ bottom (or average) width

Width

Depth

Average Width

_____ top width

_____ Outlet

_____ inside diameter

Material Inside Diameter

_____ corrugated metal
_____ welded steel
_____ concrete
_____ plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)
_____ other (specify) ____________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES _______ NO _______

_____ No Outlet

_____ Other Type of Outlet (specify) ________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4

Sargent & Lundy Engineers

24 in.

X

X

X



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES __________ NO ___________

If So When? ___________________________

If So Please Describe : _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 5

X



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES _______ NO _______

If So When? ___________________________

IF So Please Describe: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6

X



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES ________NO ________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? ____________________

If so Please Describe : ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7

X



BNYJ ?FRJ3 8FYJ3

Unit ?FRJ3 @UJWFYTW#X ?FRJ3

Unit <'8'3 ;F_FWI ATYJSYNFQ 7QFXXNKNHFYNTS3 (756 ,75=7471/=B *>E

<SXUJHYTW#X ?FRJ3
7MJHP YMJ FUUWTUWNFYJ GT] GJQT\' AWT[NIJ HTRRJSYX \MJS FUUWTUWNFYJ' <K STY FUUQNHFGQJ TW STY F[FNQFGQJ& WJHTWI !?(5!' 5S^ ZSZXZFQ HTSINYNTSX TW
HTSXYWZHYNTS UWFHYNHJX YMFY XMTZQI GJ STYJI NS YMJ HTRRJSYX XJHYNTS' 9TW QFWLJ INPJI JRGFSPRJSYX& XJUFWFYJ HMJHPQNXYX RF^ GJ ZXJI KTW INKKJWJSY
JRGFSPRJSY FWJFX' <K XJUFWFYJ KTWRX FWJ ZXJI& NIJSYNK^ FUUWT]NRFYJ FWJF YMFY YMJ KTWR FUUQNJX YT NS HTRRJSYX'

EJX ?T EJX ?T

*' 9WJVZJSH^ TK 7TRUFS^#X 8FR <SXUJHYNTSX4 *1' BQTZLMNSL TW GZQLNSL TS XQTUJX4

+' ATTQ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 *2' >FOTW JWTXNTS TW XQTUJ IJYJWNTWFYNTS4

,' 8JHFSY NSQJY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 +)' 8JHFSY ANUJX3

-' @UJS HMFSSJQ XUNQQ\F^ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW JSYJWNSL NSQJY& GZY STY J]NYNSL TZYQJY4

.' =T\JXY IFR HWJXY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY& GZY STY JSYJWNSL NSQJY4

/' <K NSXYWZRJSYFYNTS NX UWJXJSY& FWJ WJFINSLX
WJHTWIJI $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4

<X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY KQT\NSL HQJFW4

0' <X YMJ JRGFSPRJSY HZWWJSYQ^ ZSIJW HTSXYWZHYNTS4
+*' BJJUFLJ $XUJHNK^ QTHFYNTS& NK XJJUFLJ HFWWNJX KNSJX&
FSI FUUWT]NRFYJ XJJUFLJ WFYJ GJQT\%3

1' 9TZSIFYNTS UWJUFWFYNTS $WJRT[J [JLJYFYNTS&XYZRUX&
YTUXTNQ NS FWJF \MJWJ JRGFSPRJSY KNQQ \NQQ GJ UQFHJI%4

9WTR ZSIJWIWFNS4

2' CWJJX LWT\NSL TS JRGFSPRJSY4 $<K XT& NSINHFYJ
QFWLJXY INFRJYJW GJQT\%

5Y NXTQFYJI UTNSYX TS JRGFSPRJSY XQTUJX4

*)' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS HWJXY4 5Y SFYZWFQ MNQQXNIJ NS YMJ JRGFSPRJSY FWJF4

**' <X YMJWJ XNLSNKNHFSY XJYYQJRJSY FQTSL YMJ HWJXY4 @[JW \NIJXUWJFI FWJFX4

*+' 5WJ IJHFSY YWFXMWFHPX HQJFW FSI NS UQFHJ4 9WTR IT\SXYWJFR KTZSIFYNTS FWJF4

*,' 8JUWJXXNTSX TW XNSPMTQJX NS YFNQNSLX XZWKFHJ TW
\MNWQUTTQ NS YMJ UTTQ FWJF4

!6TNQX! GJSJFYM XYWJFR TW UTSIJI \FYJW4

*-' 7QTLLJI XUNQQ\F^X& LWTNS TW IN[JWXNTS INYHMJX4 5WTZSI YMJ TZYXNIJ TK YMJ IJHFSY UNUJ4

*.' 5WJ XUNQQ\F^ TW INYHM QNSNSLX IJYJWNTWFYJI4 ++' BZWKFHJ RT[JRJSYX NS [FQQJ^ GTYYTR TW TS MNQQXNIJ4

*/' 5WJ TZYQJYX TK IJHFSY TW ZSIJWIWFNSX GQTHPJI4 +,' DFYJW FLFNSXY IT\SXYWJFR YTJ4

*0' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS XQTUJX4 +-' DJWJ AMTYTX YFPJS IZWNSL YMJ IFR NSXUJHYNTS4

+/8>@ /2D3@A3 16/=53A 7= B63A3 7B3<A 1>C;2 1/CA3 7=AB/07;7BG /=2 A6>C;2 03 @3?>@B32 4>@
4C@B63@ 3D/;C/B7>=$ %2D3@A3 1>=27B7>=A =>B32 7= B63A3 7B3<A A6>C;2 =>@</;;G 03 23A1@7032 !3FB3=B# ;>1/B7>=#
D>;C<3# 3B1$" 7= B63 A?/13 03;>E /=2 >= B63 0/19 >4 B67A A633B$

<SXUJHYNTS <XXZJ " 7TRRJSYX

Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form
US Environmental

Protection Agency

EPA FORM -XXXX

N/A oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

Rtkoct{!Ugvvnkpi!Dcukp!Pq/!3

Daily

See Note

587.72 ft

N/A

608.72 ft

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)

Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # _____________________ INSPECTOR______________________

Date ____________________________________

Impoundment Name ________________________________________________________
Impoundment Company ____________________________________________________
EPA Region ___________________
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss __________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name of Impoundment _____________________________________________________
(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New ________ Update _________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction? ______ ______
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment? ______ ______

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: _____________________________________________

Nearest Downstream Town : Name ____________________________________
Distance from the impoundment __________________________
Impoundment
Location: Longitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds

Latitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds
State _________ County ___________________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES ______ NO ______

If So Which State Agency?___________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 1

IN0000116
Walter Kosinski, P.E.
& Thomas Boom, P.E.

May 24, 2011

Michigan City Generating Station

NIPSCO

5

Not regulated by Indiana DNR

Primary Settling Basin No. 2

X

X

X

Settling of coal combustion ash.

N/A - Lake Michigan
100 feet

86 54 52

41 43 05

IN LaPorte County

X

N/A



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

______ LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______ LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

______ SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______ HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2

X

Although this impoundment was not in use at the time of the inspection,

a significant hazard rating was selected based on the maximum volume

of coal ash storage capacity. In the unlikely event of dike failure,

the coal ash stored in the impoundment may discharge into Lake

Michigan and cause environmental damage. Although this condition is

unlikely due to the presence of two protective sheet pile walls

separating Lake Michigan from the impoundment, by definition, the

potential for environmental impact is possible. Additionally, a dike

failure would cause disruption of lifeline facilities as the generating

station depends upon the water within the impoundments. Failure of

the dike would not likely result in loss of human life.

Currently the impoundment has little to no coal ash stored in it and

is not being used for impounding coal ash slurry. The generating

station alternates use of Primary Settling Basin No. 2 with Primary

Settling Basin No. 1 such that only one primary basin is utilized at

a time.



CONFIGURATION:

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Height
original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

DIKED

original ground
Height

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Water or ccw

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

originaloriginal
groundground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

HeightHeight
original
ground
original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

INCISED

Water or ccw

original
ground

_____ Cross-Valley
_____ Side-Hill
_____ Diked
_____ Incised (form completion optional)

_____ Combination Incised/Diked
Embankment Height __________ feet Embankment Material_______________
Pool Area __________________ acres Liner ____________________________
Current Freeboard ___________ feet Liner Permeability _________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 3

X

29* Compacted sand and sheet piling

2.6 None

N/A

*Maximum height from top of embankment to Lake Michigan.

20



TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL

Avg
Depth

Bottom
Width

Depth

TRIANGULAR_____ Open Channel Spillway
_____ Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

_____ Triangular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth
_____ Rectangular
_____ Irregular

_____ depth
_____ bottom (or average) width

Width

Depth

Average Width

_____ top width

_____ Outlet

_____ inside diameter

Material Inside Diameter

_____ corrugated metal
_____ welded steel
_____ concrete
_____ plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)
_____ other (specify) ____________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES _______ NO _______

_____ No Outlet

_____ Other Type of Outlet (specify) ________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4

Sargent & Lundy Engineers

24 in.

X

X (impoundment is
fundamentally empty)

X



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES __________ NO ___________

If So When? ___________________________

If So Please Describe : _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 5

X



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES _______ NO _______

If So When? ___________________________

IF So Please Describe: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6

X



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES ________NO ________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? ____________________

If so Please Describe : ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7

X



BNYJ ?FRJ3 8FYJ3

Unit ?FRJ3 @UJWFYTW#X ?FRJ3

Unit <'8'3 ;F_FWI ATYJSYNFQ 7QFXXNKNHFYNTS3 (756 ,75=7471/=B *>E

<SXUJHYTW#X ?FRJ3
7MJHP YMJ FUUWTUWNFYJ GT] GJQT\' AWT[NIJ HTRRJSYX \MJS FUUWTUWNFYJ' <K STY FUUQNHFGQJ TW STY F[FNQFGQJ& WJHTWI !?(5!' 5S^ ZSZXZFQ HTSINYNTSX TW
HTSXYWZHYNTS UWFHYNHJX YMFY XMTZQI GJ STYJI NS YMJ HTRRJSYX XJHYNTS' 9TW QFWLJ INPJI JRGFSPRJSYX& XJUFWFYJ HMJHPQNXYX RF^ GJ ZXJI KTW INKKJWJSY
JRGFSPRJSY FWJFX' <K XJUFWFYJ KTWRX FWJ ZXJI& NIJSYNK^ FUUWT]NRFYJ FWJF YMFY YMJ KTWR FUUQNJX YT NS HTRRJSYX'

EJX ?T EJX ?T

*' 9WJVZJSH^ TK 7TRUFS^#X 8FR <SXUJHYNTSX4 *1' BQTZLMNSL TW GZQLNSL TS XQTUJX4

+' ATTQ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 *2' >FOTW JWTXNTS TW XQTUJ IJYJWNTWFYNTS4

,' 8JHFSY NSQJY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 +)' 8JHFSY ANUJX3

-' @UJS HMFSSJQ XUNQQ\F^ JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW JSYJWNSL NSQJY& GZY STY J]NYNSL TZYQJY4

.' =T\JXY IFR HWJXY JQJ[FYNTS $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4 <X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY& GZY STY JSYJWNSL NSQJY4

/' <K NSXYWZRJSYFYNTS NX UWJXJSY& FWJ WJFINSLX
WJHTWIJI $TUJWFYTW WJHTWIX%4

<X \FYJW J]NYNSL TZYQJY KQT\NSL HQJFW4

0' <X YMJ JRGFSPRJSY HZWWJSYQ^ ZSIJW HTSXYWZHYNTS4
+*' BJJUFLJ $XUJHNK^ QTHFYNTS& NK XJJUFLJ HFWWNJX KNSJX&
FSI FUUWT]NRFYJ XJJUFLJ WFYJ GJQT\%3

1' 9TZSIFYNTS UWJUFWFYNTS $WJRT[J [JLJYFYNTS&XYZRUX&
YTUXTNQ NS FWJF \MJWJ JRGFSPRJSY KNQQ \NQQ GJ UQFHJI%4

9WTR ZSIJWIWFNS4

2' CWJJX LWT\NSL TS JRGFSPRJSY4 $<K XT& NSINHFYJ
QFWLJXY INFRJYJW GJQT\%

5Y NXTQFYJI UTNSYX TS JRGFSPRJSY XQTUJX4

*)' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS HWJXY4 5Y SFYZWFQ MNQQXNIJ NS YMJ JRGFSPRJSY FWJF4

**' <X YMJWJ XNLSNKNHFSY XJYYQJRJSY FQTSL YMJ HWJXY4 @[JW \NIJXUWJFI FWJFX4

*+' 5WJ IJHFSY YWFXMWFHPX HQJFW FSI NS UQFHJ4 9WTR IT\SXYWJFR KTZSIFYNTS FWJF4

*,' 8JUWJXXNTSX TW XNSPMTQJX NS YFNQNSLX XZWKFHJ TW
\MNWQUTTQ NS YMJ UTTQ FWJF4

!6TNQX! GJSJFYM XYWJFR TW UTSIJI \FYJW4

*-' 7QTLLJI XUNQQ\F^X& LWTNS TW IN[JWXNTS INYHMJX4 5WTZSI YMJ TZYXNIJ TK YMJ IJHFSY UNUJ4

*.' 5WJ XUNQQ\F^ TW INYHM QNSNSLX IJYJWNTWFYJI4 ++' BZWKFHJ RT[JRJSYX NS [FQQJ^ GTYYTR TW TS MNQQXNIJ4

*/' 5WJ TZYQJYX TK IJHFSY TW ZSIJWIWFNSX GQTHPJI4 +,' DFYJW FLFNSXY IT\SXYWJFR YTJ4

*0' 7WFHPX TW XHFWUX TS XQTUJX4 +-' DJWJ AMTYTX YFPJS IZWNSL YMJ IFR NSXUJHYNTS4

+/8>@ /2D3@A3 16/=53A 7= B63A3 7B3<A 1>C;2 1/CA3 7=AB/07;7BG /=2 A6>C;2 03 @3?>@B32 4>@
4C@B63@ 3D/;C/B7>=$ %2D3@A3 1>=27B7>=A =>B32 7= B63A3 7B3<A A6>C;2 =>@</;;G 03 23A1@7032 !3FB3=B# ;>1/B7>=#
D>;C<3# 3B1$" 7= B63 A?/13 03;>E /=2 >= B63 0/19 >4 B67A A633B$

<SXUJHYNTS <XXZJ " 7TRRJSYX

Coal Combustion Dam Inspection Checklist Form
US Environmental

Protection Agency

EPA FORM -XXXX

N/A oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPb

oPboPb

oPb

Daily

See Note

588.12 ft

N/A

594.72 ft

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)

Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # _____________________ INSPECTOR______________________

Date ____________________________________

Impoundment Name ________________________________________________________
Impoundment Company ____________________________________________________
EPA Region ___________________
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss __________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name of Impoundment _____________________________________________________
(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New ________ Update _________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction? ______ ______
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment? ______ ______

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: _____________________________________________

Nearest Downstream Town : Name ____________________________________
Distance from the impoundment __________________________
Impoundment
Location: Longitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds

Latitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds
State _________ County ___________________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES ______ NO ______

If So Which State Agency?___________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 1

IN0000116
Walter Kosinski, P.E.
& Thomas Boom, P.E.

May 24, 2011

Michigan City Generating Station

NIPSCO

5

Not regulated by Indiana DNR

Secondary Settling Basin No. 2

X

X

X

Secondary settling of coal combustion ash.

N/A - Lake Michigan
100 feet

86 54 50

41 43 08

IN LaPorte County

X

N/A



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

______ LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______ LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

______ SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______ HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2

X

Low hazard potential was selected because in the event of dike failure

the losses would be minimal, the losses would be principally limited

to the owner's property, and there are two rows of protective sheet

piling between the dike and Lake Michigan.



CONFIGURATION:

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Height
original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

DIKED

original ground
Height

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Water or ccw

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

originaloriginal
groundground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

HeightHeight
original
ground
original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

INCISED

Water or ccw

original
ground

_____ Cross-Valley
_____ Side-Hill
_____ Diked
_____ Incised (form completion optional)

_____ Combination Incised/Diked
Embankment Height __________ feet Embankment Material_______________
Pool Area __________________ acres Liner ____________________________
Current Freeboard ___________ feet Liner Permeability _________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 3

X

Compacted sand and

29* sheet pile wall

0.2 None

N/A

*Maximum height from top of embankment to Lake Michigan.

6



TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL

Avg
Depth

Bottom
Width

Depth

TRIANGULAR_____ Open Channel Spillway
_____ Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

_____ Triangular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth
_____ Rectangular
_____ Irregular

_____ depth
_____ bottom (or average) width

Width

Depth

Average Width

_____ top width

_____ Outlet

_____ inside diameter

Material Inside Diameter

_____ corrugated metal
_____ welded steel
_____ concrete
_____ plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)
_____ other (specify) ____________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES _______ NO _______

_____ No Outlet

_____ Other Type of Outlet (specify) ________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4

Sargent & Lundy Engineers

24 in.

X

X (not currently in use)

X



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES __________ NO ___________

If So When? ___________________________

If So Please Describe : _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 5

X



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES _______ NO _______

If So When? ___________________________

IF So Please Describe: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6

X



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES ________NO ________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? ____________________

If so Please Describe : ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7

X
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Daily
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N/A

N/A

587.72 ft
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U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Coal Combustion Waste (CCW)

Impoundment Inspection

Impoundment NPDES Permit # _____________________ INSPECTOR______________________

Date ____________________________________

Impoundment Name ________________________________________________________
Impoundment Company ____________________________________________________
EPA Region ___________________
State Agency (Field Office) Addresss __________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name of Impoundment _____________________________________________________
(Report each impoundment on a separate form under the same Impoundment NPDES
Permit number)

New ________ Update _________

Yes No
Is impoundment currently under construction? ______ ______
Is water or ccw currently being pumped into
the impoundment? ______ ______

IMPOUNDMENT FUNCTION: _____________________________________________

Nearest Downstream Town : Name ____________________________________
Distance from the impoundment __________________________
Impoundment
Location: Longitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds

Latitude ______ Degrees ______ Minutes ______ Seconds
State _________ County ___________________________

Does a state agency regulate this impoundment? YES ______ NO ______

If So Which State Agency?___________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 1

IN0000116
Walter Kosinski, P.E.
& Thomas Boom, P.E.

May 24, 2011

Michigan City Generating Station

NIPSCO

5

Not regulated by Indiana DNR

Final Settling Pond

X

X

X

Final settling basin prior to recycling water

N/A - Lake Michigan
100 feet

86 54 48

41 43 15

IN LaPorte County

X

N/A



HAZARD POTENTIAL (In the event the impoundment should fail, the
following would occur):

______ LESS THAN LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Failure or misoperation of
the dam results in no probable loss of human life or economic or environmental
losses.

______ LOW HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the low hazard potential
classification are those where failure or misoperation results in no probable loss of
human life and low economic and/or environmental losses. Losses are principally
limited to the owner’s property.

______ SIGNIFICANT HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the significant
hazard potential classification are those dams where failure or misoperation results
in no probable loss of human life but can cause economic loss, environmental
damage, disruption of lifeline facilities, or can impact other concerns. Significant
hazard potential classification dams are often located in predominantly rural or
agricultural areas but could be located in areas with population and significant
infrastructure.

______ HIGH HAZARD POTENTIAL: Dams assigned the high hazard
potential classification are those where failure or misoperation will probably cause
loss of human life.

DESCRIBE REASONING FOR HAZARD RATING CHOSEN:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 2

X

Low hazard potential was selected because in the event of dike failure

the losses would be minimal, the environmental impact would be minimal

since the impoundment contains little (if any) ash, the losses would

be principally limited to the owner's property, and there are two rows

of protective sheet piling between the dike and Lake Michigan.



CONFIGURATION:

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Height
original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

DIKED

original ground
Height

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

Water or ccw

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

Height
original
ground

CROSS-VALLEY

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILL

originaloriginal
groundground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILLSIDE-HILLSIDE-HILL

HeightHeight
original
ground
original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

Water or ccw

original
ground Height

SIDE-HILL

INCISED

Water or ccw

original
ground

_____ Cross-Valley
_____ Side-Hill
_____ Diked
_____ Incised (form completion optional)

_____ Combination Incised/Diked
Embankment Height __________ feet Embankment Material_______________
Pool Area __________________ acres Liner ____________________________
Current Freeboard ___________ feet Liner Permeability _________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 3

X

18* Compacted sand and sheet piling

5.7 None

N/A3.5

*Maximum height from top of embankment to Lake Michigan.



TYPE OF OUTLET (Mark all that apply)

TRAPEZOIDAL

Avg
Depth

Bottom
Width

Depth

TRIANGULAR_____ Open Channel Spillway
_____ Trapezoidal Top Width Top Width

_____ Triangular

RECTANGULAR IRREGULAR

Depth
_____ Rectangular
_____ Irregular

_____ depth
_____ bottom (or average) width

Width

Depth

Average Width

_____ top width

_____ Outlet

_____ inside diameter

Material Inside Diameter

_____ corrugated metal
_____ welded steel
_____ concrete
_____ plastic (hdpe, pvc, etc.)
_____ other (specify) ____________________

Is water flowing through the outlet? YES _______ NO _______

_____ No Outlet

_____ Other Type of Outlet (specify) ________________________________

The Impoundment was Designed By ____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 4

Sargent & Lundy Engineers

X* *Except for emergency overflow. Pumps are used to recirculate

water to the generating station.

X Emergency overflow pipe - 24 in.

All water is recycled.



Has there ever been a failure at this site? YES __________ NO ___________

If So When? ___________________________

If So Please Describe : _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 5

X



Has there ever been significant seepages at this site? YES _______ NO _______

If So When? ___________________________

IF So Please Describe: _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 6

X



Has there ever been any measures undertaken to monitor/lower
Phreatic water table levels based on past seepages or breaches
at this site? YES ________NO ________

If so, which method (e.g., piezometers, gw pumping,...)? ____________________

If so Please Describe : ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

EPA Form XXXX-XXX, Jan 09 7

X



Appendix D

Photographs



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

1 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Primary Settling Basin No. 1 

influent discharge area. 

   

Photo No. 

2 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Primary Settling Basin No. 1 

settling area. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

3 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Piezometer near the crest of 

the Primary Settling Basin 

No. 1. 

   

Photo No. 

4 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Discharge pipes leaking 

waste water into the Primary 

Settling Basin No. 1. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

5 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
East 

Description: 
Inner slope of crest of 

Primary Settling Basin No. 

1.  

   

Photo No. 

6 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Monitoring well at the crest 

of Primary Settling Basin 

No. 1.  The Indiana Dunes 

National Lakeshore national 

park property is visible 

beyond the chain link fence. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

7 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
The overflow pipe in the 

Primary Settling Basin No. 1 

that discharges into the 

Secondary Settling Basin 

No. 1. 

   

Photo No. 

8 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
East 

Description: 
Inner slope of the Primary 

Settling Basin No. 1 

embankment and discharge 

structure.  Note minor 

erosion channeling. 





GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG

Client Name: U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency

Site Location: NIPSCO
Michigan City Generating Station
Michigan City, Indiana

Project No.
01.0170142.30

Photo No.

11
Date:

05/23/11

Direction Photo
Taken:
North

Description:
Debris in the Secondary
Settling Pond No. 1 outlet
structure.

Photo No.

12
Date:

05/23/11

Direction Photo
Taken:
West

Description:
Overflow structure outlet
from Primary Settling Pond
No. 1 into Secondary
Settling Pond No. 1. Note
the minor erosion channels
and minor sloughing on the
slope.



GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG

Client Name: U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency

Site Location: NIPSCO
Michigan City Generating Station
Michigan City, Indiana

Project No.
01.0170142.30

Photo No.

13
Date:

05/23/11

Direction Photo
Taken:
Northwest

Description:
Discharge structure from
Primary Settling Pond No. 1
into Secondary Settling Pond
No. 1.

Photo No.

14
Date:

05/23/11

Direction Photo
Taken:
South

Description:
West embankment in
Secondary Settling Pond
No. 1



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

15 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Overview of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2. 

   

Photo No. 

16 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
West 

Description: 
Erosion channels and 

sloughing in Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

17 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Decant structure in Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2.  Note 

the decant trashrack is bent. 

   

Photo No. 

18 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Exterior slope of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

19 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southeast 

Description: 
Embankment between the 

Primary Settling Pond No. 2 

and the Secondary Settling 

Pond No. 1. 

   

Photo No. 

20 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southeast 

Description: 
Embankment between  

Primary Settling Pond No. 2 

and Secondary Settling Pond 

No. 2. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

21 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
 

Description: 
Discharge pipes into Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2. 

   

Photo No. 

22 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
West 

Description: 
Inner slope of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2. 



 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 

Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

23 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Inner slope and discharge 

pipes in Primary Settling 

Pond No. 2. 

   

Photo No. 

24 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southeast 

Description: 
Secondary Settling Pond No. 

2. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

25 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Secondary Settling Pond No. 

2 with the Bottom Ash 

Storage Area in the 

background. 

   

Photo No. 

26 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Secondary Settling Pond No. 

2 with the Final Settling 

Pond and Lake Michigan in 

the background. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

27 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Bottom Ash Storage Area. 

   

Photo No. 

28 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Bottom Ash Storage Area 

discharge pipes. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

29 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Runoff from the Bottom Ash 

Storage Area that flows into 

the Final Settling Pond. 

   

Photo No. 

30 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
One of the discharge 

locations from the Bottom 

Ash Storage Area to the 

Final Settling Pond. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

31 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Final Settling Pond interior 

slope.  The purpose of the 

black pipe in the foreground 

in unknown.  The two pipes 

with 90 degree bends shown 

in the background are 

overflow pipes. 

   

Photo No. 

32 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Manholes to monitor 

overflow. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

33 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Interior of manhole to 

monitor overflow. 

   

Photo No. 

34 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Crest of embankment and 

interior slope of Final 

Settling Pond. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

35 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southwest 

Description: 
Crest of embankment and 

interior slope of Final 

Settling Pond.  

   

Photo No. 

36 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Monitoring wells at the crest 

of the Final Settling Pond. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

37 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northeast 

Description: 
Crest of embankment and 

interior slope of Final 

Settling Pond. 

   

Photo No. 

38 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
South 

Description: 
Interior slope of the Final 

Settling Pond.   The white 

pipe to the right of the 

photograph is the effluent for 

road drainage. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

39 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
East 

Description: 
Crest and interior slope of 

the Final Settling Pond. 

   

Photo No. 

40 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
East 

Description: 
Interior slope of the Final 

Settling Pond.  The black 

pipe in the photograph is a 

drain pipe from the Bottom 

Ash Area.  The concrete 

structure in the water is the 

drainage structure from the 

Secondary Settling Pond 

Numbers 1 and 2. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

41 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Concrete drainage structure 

in the Final Settling Pond 

drains from the Secondary 

Settling Pond Numbers 1 and 

2. 

   

Photo No. 

42 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
West 

Description: 
Crest and interior slope of 

the Final Settling Pond. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

43 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Partitioning dike in the Final 

Settling Pond. 

   

Photo No. 

44 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
Pump house at the Final 

Settling Pond. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

45 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Two rows of sheet piling 

along the Final Settling 

Pond.  Note the heavy rip rap 

between the rows of sheet 

piling. 

   

Photo No. 

46 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
North 

Description: 
Two rows of sheet piling 

along the Final Settling 

Pond.  Note the heavy rip rap 

between the rows of sheet 

piling. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

47 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southwest 

Description: 
Two rows of sheet piling 

between the impoundments 

and Lake Michigan.  Note 

the heavy rip rap between 

the rows of sheet piling. 

   

Photo No. 

48 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southwest 

Description: 
Exterior slope of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2.  Note 

the two rows of sheet piling 

and rip rap. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

49 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southwest 

Description: 
Exterior slope of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 2.  Note 

the two rows of sheet piling 

and rip rap. 

   

Photo No. 

50 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Southwest 

Description: 
Exterior slope of Primary 

Settling Pond No. 1. 
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Client Name:  U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency 

Site Location: NIPSCO  
Michigan City Generating Station 

 Michigan City, Indiana 

Project No. 
01.0170142.30 

Photo No. 

51 
Date: 

05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
 

Description: 
Exterior slope of the Primary 

Settling Pond No. 1. 

   

Photo No. 

52 

Date: 
05/23/11 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
Northwest 

Description: 
NPDES outfall location into 

Lake Michigan. 
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53 
Date: 

05/23/11 

 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
 

Description: 
 

   

Photo No. 

54 

Date: 
05/23/11 

 

Direction Photo 
Taken: 
 

Description: 
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Summary of Hydraulic Evaluation of Impoundments
(Golder Associates)
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1 of 7

1.0 INTRODUCTION

• Primary 1 (P1) • Bottom Ash Area
• Secondary 1 (S1) Northeast (BAA-NE)
• Primary 2 (P2) Southwest (BAA-SW)
• Secondary 2 (S2) • Final Settling Pond (FSP)

List of Attachments:
• Figure 1 Site Location
• Figure 2 Site Layout and Watersheds
• All Season 6-Hour PMP for 10 Square Miles (as presented in the DNR Guidelines)
• Soil Conservation Service Type B Storm Distribution (as presented in the DNR Guidelines)

2.0 METEOROLOGICAL MODELS

2.1 Rainfall Depths

6-Hour Frequency Storm Events 6-Hour PMP Storm Events

Return Precipitation PMP Est. Precipitation
Period Depth Fraction Frequency Depth
(years) (inches) (%) (years) (inches)

1 1.66 25 400 6.45
10 3.10 50 20,000 12.9

100 5.07 100 1,100,000 25.8
1,000 7.69

Golder evaluated the hydraulic performance of six structures at the NIPSCO Michigan City Generating Station.  
The dams evaluated are listed below.  While these structures do not meet the definition of a dam per the Indiana 
State DNR, they were evaluated for compliance to the Indiana State DNR (2010) General Guidelines for New 
Dams and Improvements to Existing Dams in Indiana,  referred to throughout this report as the DNR Guidelines, 
for a low hazard structure.    The DNR Guidelines specify a range of the 100-year to the 50% PMP rainfall for a 
low hazard dam.

Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) rainfall depths are from Appendix D of the DNR Guidelines (attached), 
reproduced from NOAA (1978) Hydrometerological Report No. 51 (HMR-51).  The frequency rainfall depths are 
taken from the NOAA (2004) Atlas 14, Volume 2.  

The Bottom Ash Area is subdivided by a median berm higher in elevation than the dividing berm between it and 
the Final Settling Pond.  The southwest section receives plant waste inflows, and the northeast section receives 
stormwater inflows from a portion of the plant and coal pile areas.  No exchange of water occurs between the two 
sections of the Bottom Ash Area.  Both sections discharge separately to the Final Settling Pond, and were treated 
as separate reservoirs. 
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2.2 Temporal Distribution

Time (T)

T/Tt P/Pt (min) 1-Yr 10-Yr 100-Yr 1000-Yr 25%-PMP 50%-PMP
0.00 0.000 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.011 10 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.14
0.06 0.022 20 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.28
0.08 0.036 30 0.06 0.11 0.18 0.28 0.23 0.46
0.11 0.047 40 0.08 0.15 0.24 0.36 0.30 0.60
0.14 0.064 50 0.11 0.20 0.32 0.49 0.41 0.83
0.17 0.081 60 0.13 0.25 0.41 0.62 0.52 1.04
0.19 0.097 70 0.16 0.30 0.49 0.74 0.62 1.25
0.22 0.114 80 0.19 0.35 0.58 0.88 0.73 1.47
0.25 0.138 90 0.23 0.43 0.70 1.06 0.89 1.78
0.28 0.168 100 0.28 0.52 0.85 1.29 1.08 2.17
0.31 0.198 110 0.33 0.61 1.00 1.52 1.28 2.55
0.33 0.237 120 0.39 0.74 1.20 1.83 1.53 3.06
0.36 0.359 130 0.60 1.11 1.82 2.76 2.31 4.63
0.39 0.476 140 0.79 1.47 2.41 3.66 3.07 6.13
0.42 0.593 150 0.98 1.84 3.01 4.56 3.83 7.65
0.44 0.638 160 1.06 1.98 3.24 4.91 4.12 8.23
0.47 0.672 170 1.12 2.08 3.41 5.17 4.34 8.67
0.50 0.704 180 1.17 2.18 3.57 5.41 4.54 9.08
0.53 0.727 190 1.21 2.25 3.69 5.59 4.69 9.38
0.56 0.754 200 1.25 2.34 3.82 5.80 4.86 9.72
0.58 0.775 210 1.29 2.40 3.93 5.96 5.00 9.99
0.61 0.795 220 1.32 2.46 4.03 6.11 5.13 10.25
0.64 0.816 230 1.35 2.53 4.14 6.28 5.26 10.53
0.67 0.831 240 1.38 2.58 4.21 6.39 5.36 10.72
0.69 0.849 250 1.41 2.63 4.30 6.53 5.47 10.95
0.72 0.867 260 1.44 2.69 4.40 6.67 5.59 11.19
0.75 0.883 270 1.46 2.74 4.47 6.79 5.69 11.38
0.78 0.899 280 1.49 2.79 4.56 6.91 5.80 11.59
0.81 0.911 290 1.51 2.82 4.62 7.00 5.87 11.75
0.83 0.925 300 1.53 2.87 4.69 7.11 5.96 11.93
0.86 0.937 310 1.55 2.90 4.75 7.20 6.04 12.08
0.89 0.948 320 1.57 2.94 4.81 7.29 6.12 12.23
0.92 0.962 330 1.60 2.98 4.88 7.40 6.20 12.41
0.94 0.974 340 1.62 3.02 4.94 7.49 6.28 12.57
0.97 0.988 350 1.64 3.06 5.01 7.60 6.37 12.75
1.00 1.000 360 1.66 3.10 5.07 7.69 6.45 12.90

Precipitation (P) (inches)

The NRCS storm distribution, as shown in NRCS (2005) Technical Report No. 60 (TR-60) Earth Dams and 
Reservoirs, (reproduced in the DNR Guidelines as a Type B Rainfall distribution) was used for evaluation.
The 7.2 minute time step used for the Type B Hyetograph shown in the DNR Guidelines was resampled for 10 
minutes.  The distribution applied to the hydrologic model is as follows:
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3.0 US EPA SWMM MODEL

The impoundments are all expected to be hydraulically connected during periods of increased reservoir stage (2-
way flow is possible through the connecting culverts); therefore, a dynamic routing technique is required for 
adequate modeling.  Dynamic routing allows for the flow through the connecting culvert to be dependent on 
changing tailwater conditions.  The typical kinematic routing technique (used in most hydrologic models such as 
HEC-HMS) is independent of tailwater and does not allow for this possibility.  Therefore, the US EPA Stormwater 
Management Model (SWMM) was used for watershed runoff and reservoir routing computations.  

The schematic below illustrates the connectivity of the impoundment system.  Plant waste inflows occur at 
Primary 1 (P1), Primary 2 (P2), and the Bottom Ash Area (BAA-SW).  Stormwater runoff inflows from the plant 
site (other than direct rainfall) are assumed to be distributed between NPDES permit outfall 002, directly to the 
flume an then to NPDES permit outfall 001, or into the Final Settling Pond (FSP) impoundment.  

No information is available regarding the distribution of the plant watershed other than the NPDES permit 
identifies a 15,000-square-foot (0.34-acre) watershed contributing runoff to NPDES outfall 002.  Therefore, Golder 
assumes the remaining area ultimately discharges at the only other identified external NPDES outfall, 001. 
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Impoundment and culvert dimensions and elevations were collected from the following sources:

•

• Site survey completed by Golder in June 2012.
•

• Sargent & Lundy, design drawings of the site impoundments, dated 1972.  
•

Based on the available information, the following assumptions were made regarding the pond connectivity:

•

•

•

3.1 Watershed Areas and Curve Numbers (CN)

The impervious areas of the plant site are assume to be equivilant to a gravel surface and HSG A.  

NIPSCO, NPDES Renewal Application Package for NIPSCO Michigan City Generating Station, 
NPDES IN0000116.

The GZA report identifies a 24-inch CMP emergency overflow pipe" from Primary 1 to Secondary 1.  
This spillway is shown to be above the peak water surface elevation and not used in the evaluation.

Available aerial photographs suggest runoff from the coal storage area, and plant site discharge into 
the NE Bottom Ash Area.  The NPDES permit identifies the NPDES discharge point 002 as receiving 
runoff from 15,000 square feet (about 0.34 acres) of the plant site.  Golder assumes the remaining 
plant area (about 35 acres not including the coal storage area) discharge through the only other 
designated external NPDES point 001.  Discharge from the remaining watershed area is divided, 
based on physical location, between the Final Settling Pond and the flume.  

The NPDES application specifies a typical waste flow through the system of about 9 million gallons per 
day (about 0.5 cfs).  This value is insignificant to the expected peak storm inflow rate to the Final 
Settling Pond of about 120 cfs.  Golder assumes waste inflows will equal pump discharge throughout 
the duration of any storm event and thus has ignored both waste inflow and pump discharge.  

The EPA SWMM model uses a kinematic wave approach for watershed routing and runoff computations that is 
based on the watershed width.  For watersheds containing only reservoir surface, a width (W) = (area x 43560) 
was used to simulate a travel length of about 1 foot resulting in near instantaneous runoff as is expected for direct 
rainfall.  

The coal pile is assumed to be equivilant to a newly graded surface and hydrologic soil group (HSG) A with high 
infiltration potential as defined in the NRCS TR-55 report. 

Two inches of surface storage is assumed for both the coal pile and plant area that collects in low-lying areas with 
out discharge. 

GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc., Draft Round 10 Dam Assessment Report NIPSCO Michigan City 
Generating Station Coal Ash Impoundments, March 29, 2012.

State of Indiana, 2005 Digital Surface Model of Indiana. Downloaded from <http://www. 
Indianamap.org>

An area-weighted curve number was estimated for watersheds containing multiple land uses.  Water surface was 
assumed to have a curve number of 100 indicating no initial abstraction, depression storage, or infiltration losses. 
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Pervious Area Water/Imp. Area Width
CN (acres) CN (acres) Area CN (feet)

Primary 1 (P1) 100 5.85 5.85 100 254,800
Secondary 1 (S1) 80 1.33 100 0.2 1.53 83 700
Primary 2 (P2) 100 3.45 3.45 100 150,200
Secondary 2 (S2) 80 0.55 100 0.2 0.75 85 500
BAA-SW 90 3.46 100 1.41 4.87 93 300
BAA-NE 100 1.79 1.79 100 77,900
Coal Pile 77 22.7 22.7 77 600
Plant 76 7 98 8 15.0 88 700
Final Settling (FSP) 100 10.32 10.32 100 449,500

3.2 Reservoir Stage-Areas

Primary 1 Pond (P1) Secondary 1 Pond (S1)

Elevation Stage Elevation Stage
(feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet) (feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet)

590 0 1.11 48,400 587 0 0.20 8,710
595 5 1.44 62,700 593.6 6.6 0.20 8,710 Piles
600 10 1.80 78,400 597 10 0.34 14,800
605 15 2.18 95,000 600 13 0.49 21,300
608 18 2.42 105,400 605 18 0.80 34,800
609 19 2.77 120,700 609 22 1.11 48,400

Primary 2 Pond (P2) Secondary 2 Pond (S2)

Elevation Stage Elevation Stage
(feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet) (feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet)

590 0 1.51 65,800 586 0 0.2 8710
595 5 1.84 80,200 596.7 10.7 0.2 8710 Piles
600 10 2.20 95,800
604 14 2.50 109,000
606 16 2.71 118,000
608 18 2.92 127,000
609 19 3.07 134,000

Reservoir stage-areas were approximated from the available information.  Areas below existing solids/water 
surfaces were extrapolated based on the design surface slopes identified in the 1972 design drawings.  

Area Area

Area

WATERSHED PARAMETERS

Area

Watersheds Total
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Bottom Ash Area (BAA-SW) Bottom Ash Area (BAA-NE)

Elevation Stage Elevation Stage
(feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet) (feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet)

587 0 0 0 588 0 0 0
589 2 0.22 9580 589 1 0.39 17000
590 3 0.41 17900 590 2 0.66 28700
591 4 0.68 29600 591 3 0.91 39600
592 5 0.94 40900 592 4 0.94 40900
593 6 1.24 54000 593 5 2.10 91500
594 7 1.41 61400 595 7 2.50 108900

Final Settling Pond (FSP)

Elevation Stage
(feet-msl) (feet) (acres) (sq.feet)

580 0 6.65 289,700
585 5 7.48 325,800
588 8 7.99 348,000
590 10 9.54 415,600

590.7 10.7 9.97 434,300 Piles

3.3 Reservoir Elevation Data

P1 S1 P2 S2 BAA-SW BAA-NE FSP
Bottom of Pond (feet-msl) = 590.0 587.0 590.0 586.0 587.0 588.0 580.0

Decant Elevation (feet-msl) = 602.9 588.8 602.9 588.1 587.7 588.5 585.7
Top of Dam (feet-msl) = 609.2 604.3 609.3 595.00 593.3 591.0 590.7

Initial Depth (feet) = 12.9 1.8 12.9 2.1 0.7 0.5 5.7
Maximum Depth (feet) = 19.2 17.3 19.3 9.0 6.3 3.0 10.7

3.4 Spillway Weirs
P1 P2 BAA-NE

Type = Riser Riser Overtopping
Weir Elevation = 602.9 602.9 591.0

Weir Height (feet) = 6.3 6.4 0.0
Inlet Offset (feet) = 12.9 12.9 3.0

Weir Length (feet) = 3.33 3.33 70
Side Slope (h:1v) = 0 0 45

Discharge Coefficient = 3.1 3.1 3.1

Because the northeast Bottom Ash Area was found to have significant overtopping potential, overtopping flow was 
considered to gage the full impact on the receiving reservoir, the Final Settling Pond.

Area

Area

POND STAGE (feet)

POND ELEVATION (feet-msl)

Area
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3.5 Culvert Data

C-1* C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-7 C-8

Inlet Pond = P1 S1 P2 S2 BAA-SW BAA-NE FSP FSP
Inlet Inv. (feet-msl) = 591.0 588.8 590.0 588.1 587.7 588.5 586.9 586.9

Inlet Depth (feet) = 1.0 1.8 0.0 2.1 0.7 0.5 6.9 6.9
Outlet Pond = S1 FSP S2 FSP FSP FSP Discharge Discharge

Outlet Inv. (feet-msl) = 590.0 582.0 589.0 582.0 587.0 588.4 586.1 586.1
Outlet Depth (feet) = 3.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 7.0 8.4 NA NA

Length (feet) = 180 1010 120 200 70 40 90 90
Diameter (feet) = 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

Manning's (n) = 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012
Additional Loss Coef = 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2

1-bend 4-bends 1-bend 1-bend

* The inlet of the second spillway from P1 is located above the expected peak stage and not included here.

4.0 RESULTS OF ROUTING

P1 S1 P2 S2 BAA-SW BAA-NE FSP*
Top of Dam 609.20 604.30 609.30 595.00 593.00 591.00 590.70
Initial Stage 602.90 588.80 602.90 588.10 587.70 588.50 585.70

Rainfall
(inches)

1-Year 1.66 603.13 589.28 603.03 588.32 588.20 588.93 586.09
10-Year 3.10 603.31 589.58 603.13 588.44 588.88 589.18 586.51
100-Year 5.07 603.54 589.98 603.25 588.61 589.93 590.57 587.37
1,000-Yr 7.69 603.82 592.05 603.42 588.81 590.95 592.11 588.19
50%-PMP 12.90 604.35 597.84 603.72 590.27 592.54 592.36 589.84

1-Year 1.66 6.07 15.02 6.27 6.68 4.80 2.07 4.61
10-Year 3.10 5.89 14.72 6.17 6.56 4.12 1.82 4.19
100-Year 5.07 5.66 14.32 6.05 6.39 3.07 0.43 3.33
1,000-Yr 7.69 5.38 12.25 5.88 6.19 2.05 -1.11 2.51
50%-PMP 12.90 4.85 6.46 5.58 4.73 0.46 ** 0.86

** Not evaluated because peak stage is above the specified stage-area rating curve. 

* Containment from the FSP would be lost after overtopping the sheet pile wall located on the northeast side 
between the pond and the flume located at a crest elevation of 590.7 feet-msl.  However, overtopping of the 
perimeter road (thereby limiting access around the pond) would occur at about elevation 588.6 feet-msl).

FREEBOARD (feet)

CULVERT/SPILLWAY DATA

POND ELEVATION (feet-msl)

PEAK FLOOD ELEVATION (feet-msl)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report provides a summary of the recent geotechnical engineering assessments at the Northern 
Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO) Michigan City Generating Station (MCGS) located in 
Michigan City, Indiana.  The engineering analyses were completed in part due to questions contained in a 
recent draft Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) funded site inspection report dated 29 March 2012.      
Specifically, this report describes the analyses that were performed to assess slope stability of several 
embankments and steel sheet piling around multiple hydraulic structures.  

A geotechnical investigation was performed prior to completing the analyses to provide current geologic 
information for the various structures in question.   A conventional hollow stem auger (HSA) drilling 
program was completed in late June and early July, 2012, at six of the hydraulic structures.  A total of 12 
HSA borings were advanced in and around several of the embankments at the MCGS, (the site).   

The subsurface conditions encountered during this investigation are generally consistent with information 
available from previous historic geotechnical information at the site.  Subsurface conditions consist of 
dense Sand and Silty Sand underlain by a medium stiff to stiff Silty Clay with alternating layers of Sand 
and Silty Clay to the depth of the exploration.  Embankment fill is consistently loose to medium dense 
Sand overlying medium dense Ash fill.  Several borings indicate less dense zones, and some of the 
borings encountered fine grained material in localized zones typically at depths below the base of the 
constructed embankments. 

Geotechnical models of the embankments and embankment foundations were developed based on the 
conditions inferred from the geotechnical investigation.  Slope stability analyses were performed on the 
modeled slopes using Slide software.  The analyses were performed in general accordance with Indiana 
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water guidelines.  The analyses results indicate acceptable 
factors of safety for all cases considered when evaluated with respect to US Army Corps of Engineers 
criteria for the types of analyses and loading conditions evaluated.   

The geotechnical models of the embankments were also used to analyze the existing sheet pile walls 
along the western boundary of the hydraulic structures and the sheet pile walls of the secondary settling 
basins.  Specifically the structural capacity of the walls was assessed and compared to the anticipated 
existing applied forces to determine if adequate wall sections/depths exist.  Based on the exposed 
sheeting heights and sheet pile section properties obtained from the construction drawings available, the 
existing walls have adequate capacity to resist the anticipated loads.  Additionally, as analyzed, the walls 
are stable from a global rotational perspective.  Both the wall structural capacity and overall stability are 
based on the assumption that no additional forces are applied to the walls and that the site conditions 
don’t vary from what was provided on the construction drawings and assumptions outlined within this 
report.  
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The embankments and walls should be routinely inspected as a part of an overall operation and 
maintenance plan. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Michigan City Generating Station (MCGS) is located in Northern Indiana along Lake Michigan in 
LaPorte County as shown on Figure 1.  Golder Associates Inc. (Golder) and subcontractor, Earth 
Exploration Inc. of Niles, Michigan (Earth Explorations) performed a geotechnical investigation at the site 
from June 26, 2011 through July 3, 2011.  Earth Explorations performed hollow stem auger (HSA) borings 
at 12 locations and installed Casagrande type standpipe piezometers at 6 of these locations.  The work 
was performed to obtain geotechnical and hydrogeologic data for assessing the stability of the 
embankments and steel sheet pile walls.  Borehole locations were surveyed by Golder personnel. 

The HSA borings were advanced around the Final Settling Pond (FSP), Primary Settling Basin No. 1 
(Primary No. 1), Primary Settling Basin No. 2 (Primary No. 2), Secondary Settling Basin No. 1 (Secondary 
No. 1), Secondary Settling Basin No. 2 (Secondary No. 2), and the Bottom Ash Area (BAA). 

Figure 2 shows the current geotechnical exploratory borehole locations on an overall plan view of the site.   

The geotechnical investigation, slope stability analyses and sheet pile wall analyses described in this 
report have been performed to assess the stability of the hydraulic structures and the steel sheet pile 
walls. 
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2.0 SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

2.1 Historical Geotechnical Borings 

NIPSCO provided Golder geotechnical data from historic hydrogeologic and geotechnical investigation 
reports completed at the site by others. Numerous boring logs were available from the reports including 
results from the initial 1970s facility design/construction efforts in areas that are near the current 
investigation.  The available boring logs are included in Appendix A.  Not all information on the boring 
logs, or boring log locations are clearly legible on these historic logs.  Note also that the borings from the 
1970s were all advanced from the original ground surface elevations at some locations where there are 
now embankments or where other earthwork has been performed.  The collar elevations indicated on the 
historic logs may not correspond to the existing ground elevation at those historic boring locations. 

2.2 Historical Drawings 

NIPSCO provided Golder with various applicable Sargent & Lundy construction drawings from the initial 
facility design/construction in the 1970s.  These drawings were utilized in the planning of the geotechnical 
investigation, slope stability analyses and sheet pile wall analyses.  Applicable, available drawings are 
included for reference in Appendix B.   

. 
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3.0 SITE GEOLOGY 

The Michigan City Generating Station is underlain by more than 200 feet of unconsolidated glacial and 
lacustrine sediments.  Borings have been drilled on the site by Sargent and Lundy prior to 1970 and by 
Golder in June and July 2012.  The twelve borings drilled by Golder have a median depth of 50 feet below 
grade, with three borings drilled to a maximum of 75 feet below grade.  The Sargent and Lundy borings 
were generally deeper, with a median depth of around 150 feet below grade, and one boring to 256 feet 
below grade (13 feet into limestone bedrock).  Boring logs from these investigations are provided in 
Appendix A. 

The MCGS site is located near the eastern end of the physiographic region of Indiana known as the 
Calumet Lacustrine Plain. The plain is topographically-low region bordering Lake Michigan, and is a 
remnant of the Lake Chicago stage of the Wisconsinan glaciations.  The geology of the plain is 
characterized by complex clay, sand, and silt deposits, ranging from ground moraines to aeolian sand and 
silt, as the shoreline of glacial Lake Chicago moved with its rising and falling stage. 

The set of borings drilled at the MCGS property are consistent with regional geology. The soil sequence is 
dominated by massive, very stiff silt and clay, but contains numerous lenses of fine and/or silty sand 
particularly in the uppermost 50 feet.  Additionally, the presence of thin lenses of ash, and trace amounts 
of ash mixed with sand in the uppermost 20 to 40 feet suggests some excavation and re-grading of 
shallow soils has occurred.  The groundwater table is between 5 and 25 feet below grade. 

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil survey of the site and surrounding areas 
identified the major surficial soil components as the Oakville fine sand (elevation 570-950 feet) and 
Morocco loamy sand (elevation 600-800 feet).  The Oakville unit is described as having a fine sand layer 
from the surface to 60 inches in depth.  The Morocco unit is described as having a loamy sand layer from 
the surface to a depth of 9 inches, with a bottom layer of sand.  For each of the soil units, the confining 
layer is listed at a depth greater than 80 inches.  The most limiting saturated hydraulic conductivity for the 
soils ranges from high to very high.  (USDA Web Soil Survey and National Cooperative Soil Survey, 
Version 11, September 22, 2010). 

The area around the site is suburban and industrial, and the near surface is known to have been 
reworked.  Significant areas of the site have fill indicated in the borings. 
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4.0 FIELD EXPLORATION 

Golder completed a field investigation program including drilling and surveying at the site.  Drilling 
operations were completed by Earth Exploration using a track mounted CME 55 and a truck mounted 
CME 75 drill rigs equipped with automatic drop hammers.  Golder provided onsite geotechnical 
engineering oversight during drilling.  Soil samples were obtained using Standard Penetration Test (SPT) 
split spoon samplers as well as thin walled Shelby Tubes.   Soil samples collected were taken to Golder’s 
Lansing Laboratory for testing.  Samples will be retained for 90 days after issuance of the final report at 
which time they will be discarded unless NIPSCO directs otherwise.  

A site survey was also completed by Golder in late June early July of 2012.  The purpose of the survey 
was to obtain actual site elevations at the locations in question for use in the analyses.  A Nikon Total 
Station DTM-322 was used for these elevation checks.  Existing monitoring well locations and elevations 
were used as benchmarks for this work.  Elevation and coordinate data is included in Appendix C. 

4.1 Hollow Stem Auger Borings  

The HSA borings were advanced at twelve locations around the hydraulic structures as shown on Figure 
2.  Borings were drilled vertically with standard penetration testing (SPT) within the HSA’s at regular 
intervals. The hollow stem auger borings were used for retrieval of soil samples for visual and manual 
assessment.  Select samples were also tested in Golder’s Lansing, MI laboratory for more thorough 
classification.  The HSA holes were ultimately used to install shallow standpipe piezometers for 
measuring groundwater levels.  

The elevation of the collar of each probe was surveyed for location and elevation by Golder personnel.  
Elevations of strata and relative depths of changes in interpreted strata as described herein are 
approximate.  The boring logs generated from the borings are included in Appendix A.  A summary of the 
HSA borings performed at the site is included in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1:  Summary of HSA Borings 

Boring 
Number 

Date 
Performed 

Boring 
Depth     
(feet) 

Boring Collar 
Elevation 

(feet above 
msl) 

Angle Comments/ Locations 

BH-1 6.26.2012 50 609.40 Vertical Secondary No. 1  
Embankment Crest 

BH-2 6.26.2012 50 601.38 Vertical Secondary No. 1  
Embankment  

BH-3 6.27.2012 75 609.73 Vertical Primary No. 1 Embankment 
Crest 

BH-4 6.26.2012 40 609.35 Vertical Primary No. 1 Embankment 
Crest, Screen Tip 22’ bgs 

BH-5 6.27.2012 50 609.40 Vertical 
Embankment between 

Primary No. 2 and Secondary 
No. 2, Screen Tip 25’ bgs 

BH-6 6.28.2012  50 609.61 Vertical Primary No. 2 Embankment 
Crest, Screen Tip 25’ bgs 

BH-7 6.27.2012 40 609.39 Vertical Primary No. 2 Embankment 
Crest 

BH-8 7.2-3.2012 75 588.66 Vertical FSP Embankment, Screen 
Tip 15’ bgs 

BH-9 7.2.2012 50 589.62 Vertical FSP Embankment 

BH-10 6.29/7.2.2012 75 592.71 Vertical FSP Embankment, Screen 
Tip 15’ bgs 

BH-11 6.28.2012 30 594.86 Vertical Embankment between FSP 
and BAA 

BH-12 6.28.2012 40 595.41 Vertical Adjacent to Secondary No. 2, 
Screen Tip 12’ bgs 

 
For discussion purposes in this report, the subsurface conditions indicated by the HSA borings are 
grouped by hydraulic facility, and interpreted subsurface conditions at each of these facilities are 
described in the following sections.  The interpreted conditions are based on the combined results of the 
current investigation and the historic geotechnical borings in descending order of precedence. 

4.2 Primary Settling Basin No. 1 (Primary No. 1) 

Primary No. 1 is formed by an above grade embankment that is approximately 14 feet high on the outside 
(Lake Michigan side, from top of existing sheet pile) and approximately 19 feet high on the inside.  Both 
upstream and downstream slopes are approximately 2.5 horizontal to 1 vertical (2.5H:1V).  The crest is at 
approximately elevation 609.5 ft mean sea level (msl).  Normal water level is not shown on the historic 
construction drawings.  Along the south/southwest perimeter, the impoundment is incised and the 
surrounding ground is the impoundment crest.  The embankment increases in height towards the north 
along the east perimeter.  The surrounding ground varies from approximately elevation 605.9 ft msl to 
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603.8 ft msl.  The northwest embankment slopes toward Lake Michigan and the northeast embankment is 
shared with Secondary No. 1.  A typical embankment cross section of Primary No. 1 is shown on Sargent 
& Lundy Construction Drawing B-478 in Appendix B.  

HSA boreholes, BH-3 and BH-4 were advanced from the center of the crest of the south and west 
embankments of Primary No. 1.  Boreholes BH-1 and BH-2 were located just downstream of the north 
embankment that is shared with Secondary No.1. The collar elevation of these holes range from 
approximately 601.4 ft msl to 609.8 ft msl based on recent survey data, which is included in Appendix C. 

These boreholes indicate the subsurface material consists of dense to very dense Slag and Sand from 
ground surface to approximately 1 foot below ground surface (bgs).  Beneath the Slag is a loose to 
medium dense Sand to approximately 22 feet bgs.  In BH-4 along the south perimeter, a 5 ft to 6ft thick 
layer of soft fine Sandy Silt to Silty Clay (possible fill material) is indicated.  A dense to very dense layer of 
fine to medium Sand was encountered in BH-1 and BH-2 to 40 ft bgs (approximate elevation of 570 ft 
msl) where a 5 to 10 ft thick layer of stiff Silty Clay was encountered.  Immediately below the Silty Clay a 
dense layer of medium Sand as indicated by BH-3 to a depth of 73 ft bgs where another layer of stiff Silty 
Clay was encountered. 

During drilling groundwater levels along the east and south embankment crests are approximately 18 feet 
bgs in both BH-1 and 4.    In BH-3, located on the west embankment, groundwater was noted at 28 feet 
bgs.   

4.3 Primary Settling Basin No. 2 (Primary No. 2) 

Primary No. 2 is formed by an above grade embankment that is approximately 14 feet high on the outside 
and approximately 20 feet high on the inside.  Both upstream and downstream slopes are approximately 
2.5H:1V.The crest is at approximate elevation 609 ft msl, normal high water level is not evident on the 
construction drawings.  The surrounding ground varies from approximately 596 ft to 602 ft msl.  A typical 
embankment cross section of Primary No. 2 is shown on Sargent & Lundy Construction Drawing B-478 in 
Appendix B.  The typical section for Primary No. 2 is similar to the typical section for Primary No. 1.  

HSA boreholes BH-5, BH-6 and BH-7 were advanced 50 feet, 50 feet, and 40 feet, respectively from near 
the center of the crest of the west, north and east embankments of Primary No. 2.  The collar elevations 
of these probes are 609.4 ft above msl at BH-5, 609.6 ft above msl at BH-6 and 609.4 ft above msl at BH-
7 based on recent survey data.  BH-10, BH-11 and BH-12 were also advanced downstream of the north 
embankment.  The collar elevations of these borings are 592.7, 594.9 and 595.4 ft above msl, 
respectively.  
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These boreholes indicate the subsurface material consists of dense to very dense Slag and Sand from 
ground surface to approximately 1 ft bgs.  Immediately below this upper layer there is an approximate 35 
ft thick layer of loose to medium dense Sand.  Borings BH-5, BH-6, BH-7 indicate that below the upper 
sand layer is a 2.5 ft to 5 ft thick layer of dense to very dense black Ash.  Below this ash layer, is a layer 
of dense to very dense Sand as indicated in BH-5, BH-7 and BH-11.  BH-6 indicates a medium stiff Clay 
layer to the end of the boring at 50 ft bgs or approximately elevation 560 ft above msl.  BH-10 indicates 
that the Clay later extends to approximately elevation 535 ft above msl  75 feet below the embankment 
crest.   

During drilling groundwater levels along the north embankment were 8.5 ft bgs in BH-5.  Along the west 
embankment, groundwater levels were  18 ft bgs in BH-6 and along the east embankment, groundwater 
levels were  11.5 ft bgs.    

4.4 Secondary Settling Basin No. 1 (Secondary No. 1) 

Secondary No. 1 is formed by a 4-sided, steel sheet pile wall that reportedly is 30 feet in depth.  A soil 
embankment extends upward from 1 foot below the top of the sheet pile to approximately 16 feet above 
the sheet pile at a 2.5H:1V slope.  The top of the sheet pile is at approximately elevation 594 ft msl. The 
embankment crest is at elevation 609 ft msl.  Normal high water level is not evident on historic 
construction drawings.  The surrounding ground is at approximately elevation 604 ft msl around the south 
and west sides.  Primary No 1 exists adjacent to the south and Primary No. 2 is adjacent to the north.  A 
typical embankment cross section of the north and south sides of Secondary No. 2 is shown on Sargent & 
Lundy Construction Drawing B-478 in Appendix B.  

Boreholes BH-1 and BH-2 were advanced 50 feet from the centers of the west and east embankments of 
Secondary No. 1.  The collar elevations of these probes are 609.4 and 601.4 ft msl respectively based on 
recent survey data.  These probes indicate the subsurface material consists of dense to very dense Slag 
and Sand from ground surface to 1 ft bgs which is underlain by a loose to medium dense Sand to 
approximately 33 ft bgs.  Below the Sand is a thin layer of fine Sandy Silt.  A medium dense Sand 
continues below the thin Sandy Silt to approximately 40 ft bgs.  Beneath the medium dense Sand is 
medium stiff to stiff Silty Clay to the end of the advancements.   

From the embankment crest, the groundwater level was observed at 18 feet bgs in borehole BH-1 and at  
19 feet bgs at BH-2.   

4.5 Secondary Settling Basin No. 2 (Secondary No. 2) 

Secondary No. 2 is formed by a 4-sided, steel sheet pile wall that reportedly is 36 feet in depth.  Along the 
southwest side of the basin, a soil embankment extends upward from approximately 1 foot below the top 
of the sheet pile to approximately 13 feet above the sheet pile at a 2.5H:1V slope.  On the remaining 
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sides, the sheet pile wall extends approximately 1.5 ft to 2 ft above the surrounding grade. The normal 
high water level is not evident on historic construction drawings.  The top of the sheet pile wall is at 
approximately elevation 596.7 ft. above msl.  The surrounding ground is at approximately elevation 595 ft 
msl around the north, west and east sides.  Primary No. 2 exists adjacent to the southwest and the BAA is 
adjacent to the northeast.  A typical embankment cross section of Secondary No. 2 is shown on Sargent 
& Lundy Construction Drawing B-479 in Appendix B. 

Borehole BH-12 was advanced to 40 feet and located adjacent to the sheet pile wall on the east side of 
the basin. BH-5 was advanced 50 feet from the top of the embankment crest along the southwest side of 
the basin and BH-11 was advanced 30 feet from the adjacent crest of the FSP.  The collar elevations of 
these borings are 595.4 ft, 609.4 ft and 594.9 ft msl respectively based on recent survey data.  These 
boreholes indicate the subsurface material consists of dense to very dense Slag and Sand to from ground 
surface to approximately 1 ft bgs.  Immediately below this upper layer there is an approximate 18 ft thick 
layer of loose to medium dense Sand.  Borings BH-5 and BH-11 indicate that below the upper sand layer 
is a 1.5 ft to 5 ft thick layer of dense to very dense black Ash.  Below this ash layer, is a layer of dense to 
very dense Sand as indicated in BH-5 and BH-11.  A medium stiff to stiff Silty Clay is encountered at 
approximately 30 ft bgs as indicated in BH-11.   

During drilling groundwater was encountered at approximately 5.5 feet bgs and 3.5 feet bgs at boreholes 
BH-11 and BH-12 respectively. 

4.6 Final Settling Pond (FSP) 

The FSP is formed by an embankment that extends below grade and is approximately 25 ft in depth.  The 
top of the embankment is the access roadway at approximate elevation 591 ft above msl. Along the 
northwest side of the crest is a steel sheet pile wall that is reportedly 42 feet in depth, based on historical 
drawings.  Along the southeast side of the basin is a common embankment with the Bottom Ash Area.  
The normal high water level is not evident on historic record drawings.  The top of the sheet pile wall is at 
approximately elevation 596 ft. above msl.  A typical embankment cross section of the FSP is shown on 
Sargent & Lundy Construction Drawing B-479 in Appendix B. 

Boreholes BH-8, BH-9 and BH-10 were advanced 75 feet, 50 feet and 75 feet, respectively, in the center 
of the west embankment crest.  BH-11 was advanced 30 feet  from the FSP/BAA common embankment 
crest.  The collar elevations of these borings are 588.7 ft, 589.6 ft and 592.7 ft msl respectively based on 
recent survey data.  These boreholes indicate the subsurface material consists of dense to very dense 
Slag and Sand to from ground surface to approximately 1 ft bgs.  Immediately below this upper layer 
there is an approximate 28 ft to 33 ft thick layer of loose to medium dense Sand.  Below the sand layer, is 
a layer of stiff Clay with alternating layers of silt and sand to the bottom of the advancements.  
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During drilling groundwater levels were observed at 3 ft bgs at BH-8 and BH-9 and 5 ft bgs at BH-10.   

4.7 Bottom Ash Area (BAA) 

The BAA slopes toward the FSP from ground surface to a common embankment that is shared with the 
FSP along the northwest side.  This embankment has a maximum height of 2 feet.  Secondary No. 2 is 
adjacent to the south.  A typical embankment cross section of the BAA is shown on Sargent & Lundy 
Construction Drawing B-479 in Appendix B. 

BH-11 was advanced 30 feet bgs from the center of the embankment and BH-12 was advanced 40 feet 
bgs in the roadway to the south of the BAA.  These boreholes indicate the subsurface material consists of 
dense to very dense Slag and Sand from ground surface to approximately 1 ft bgs.  Immediately below 
this upper layer there is an approximate 18 ft thick layer of loose to medium dense Sand.  Boring BH-11 
indicates that below the upper sand layer is a 1.5 ft thick layer of dense to very dense black Ash.  Below 
this ash layer, is a layer of dense to very dense Sand.  A medium stiff to stiff Silty Clay is encountered at 
approximately 30 ft bgs as indicated in BH-11.   

During drilling, groundwater levels were observed at 5.5 ft bgs as observed in BH-11.   
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5.0 LABORATORY TESTING 

During HSA drilling, which included standard penetration testing, samples were retrieved from the split 
spoon sampler for subsequent laboratory testing.  The samples were stored in jars and transported to 
Golder’s Lansing, Michigan geotechnical laboratory for testing.  Samples were selected for testing based 
on their visual character, location along the borehole, and distribution around the facility.  Additionally, 
undisturbed soil samples of fine grained material were collected with thin walled Shelby Tube samplers.  
One Shelby Tube sample was sent to Golder’s Atlanta, Georgia geotechnical laboratory for triaxial 
testing.   

Moisture content, grain size analyses, Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) classifications, Atterberg 
limits testing, and triaxial testing were performed in the laboratory.  In total, 75 samples were tested for at 
least one of these parameters.  A summary of the laboratory test data, laboratory test data sheets, 
including the plotted grain size curves are included in Appendix D.  A summary of the test data, grouped 
by relative geologic model layer is presented in Table 2 below. 

Table 2: Laboratory Test Data Summary 

Material 
Moisture Content (%) 

USCS 
Classification

Cohesion (c′), 
(psf) 

Internal Friction 
Angle (ϕ′), 
(degrees) 

Loose to 
Compact Poorly 
Graded Sand Fill  

2 - 9 (above water table)�
19 - 39 (below water table) SP, SM� NA� NA�

Medium Dense 
Bottom Ash Fill 17� SW� NA� NA�
Dense to Very 
Dense, Fine to 
Medium Sand 

16 - 23� SP-SC, SP, 
SW� NA� NA�

Native Clay 13 to 20� CL� 70� 30�
 

 

The test results indicate a relatively uniform deposit of poorly graded, medium Sand with typically less 
than 10 percent fines.  The material is variously classified as a Poorly Graded Sand with little or no fines 
(SP); a “SP-SC” or “SP-SM” which are borderline classifications used for materials with between 5 
percent and 12 percent fines. Test results also indicate a deposit of fine grained soils classified as Silty 
Clay (CL).  The frequency of particular material types indicated on the attached laboratory data sheets is 
not necessarily indicative of the relative frequency or amount of material types encountered in the field.  
Individual samples were specifically selected for testing based on visual and manual assessment, and 
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samples exhibiting non-typical and apparent borderline characteristics are preferentially selected for 
laboratory testing. 

The measured water contents in the granular soil ranged from approximately 2 percent to 38 percent.   In 
the fine grained soils, the measured water contents ranged from approximately 13 percent to 20 percent.  
The distribution of water content with depth indicates with reasonable certainty where the water table is in 
the field.  Laboratory samples consistently show lower water contents in samples from the upper portions 
of holes, and higher water contents in samples from the lower portions. 
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6.0 INTERPRETED CONDITIONS AND GEOTECHNCIAL MODELS 

Based on the current and historic subsurface information, generalized geologic cross sections were 
developed for each area planned for analysis.  This information was utilized along with insitu and 
laboratory testing to develop geotechnical models for the slope stability and sheet pile wall analyses.   

6.1 Primary Settling Basin No. 1 

The HSA borings located around Primary No. 1 indicate the embankment consists of compacted fine 
sand fill, with a thin layer of Sandy Silt immediately below the embankment.  Below the Sandy Silt is a 
medium dense to dense layer of Sand underlain with a 5 ft to 6 ft thick layer of stiff Silty Clay.  Another 
Sand layer is below the Silty Clay with a second layer of Silty Clay to the bottom of the advancements.   

Low blow counts in the borings suggest the presence of a looser layer of sand at or just below 
groundwater levels.  It is possible that these lower blow counts do not represent the true density of the 
soil as there is some possibility that “quick” conditions developed at the bottom of the drill holes during 
drilling and sampling. However, lower strength values have been assessed in this area to account for any 
possible variability.  Figure 3 below shows the interpreted geotechnical model for Primary No. 1. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Geotechnical Model of Primary No. 1 Embankment 

Material properties of each of the modeled layers are included in Table 3 below.  These properties are 
based on the geotechnical investigation, associated laboratory testing and empirical correlations to 
published data sources.  
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 Table 3:  Geotechnical Model Material Properties  

 

 

 

6.2  Primary Settling Basin No. 2 

The HSA holes around Primary No. 2 indicate variable conditions from both the standpoint of material 
variability with depth at a given location and differences in materials from location to location.  To develop 
the geotechnical model, in general, lower strength materials were inferred where variations were noted in 
the exploration. The probes at Primary No. 2 indicate loose to medium dense sand in the embankment.  A 
layer of dense to very dense Ash is shown below the sand and below that a dense to very dense sand.  A 
medium stiff clay layer underlies the sand.  Figure 4 below shows the Primary No. 2 geotechnical model. 

 

 

Material 
Internal 
Friction 
Angle 
(deg.) 

Peak 
Cohesion 

(psf) 

Dry 
Unit 

Weight 
(pcf) 

Saturated 
Unit 

Weight 
(pcf) 

Undrained 
Shear 

Strength 
(psf) 

Layer 
Thick-

ness (ft) 
Hydraulic 

Conductivity 
(cm/s) 

Loose to 
Medium 
Dense Fill 
(SP) 

33 0 100 110 NA Varies 1x10-3 

Large 
Limestone 
Riprap 

45 0 140 145 NA Varies 100 

8-inch 
Riprap 

45 0 140 145 NA 1 100 
Crushed 
Blast 
Furnace 
Slag 

40 0 120 130 NA Varies 1 

Medium 
Dense 
Bottom Ash 
Fill 

35 0 100 110 NA Varies 1x10-3 

Loose Silty 
Sand  

30 0 100 120 NA Varies 1x10-3 
Medium to 
Very Stiff  
Clay  

30 70 116 136 750 – 2500 Varies 1x10-6 

Native Sand 
(SW) 

40 0 110 120 NA Varies 1x10-3 
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Figure 4:  Geotechnical Model at Primary No. 2 

Material properties for these modeled layers are included in Table 2.     

6.3 Secondary Settling Basin No. 1 

The boreholes in the Secondary No. 1 embankment indicate relatively uniform and loose to medium 
dense granular material to approximately 40 feet bgs where medium stiff to stiff silty clay is encountered. 

Figure 5 shows the geotechnical model for Secondary No. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:  Geotechnical Model at Secondary No. 1 
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6.4 Secondary Settling Basin No. 2 

The boreholes advanced around Secondary No. 2 suggest relatively uniform and loose to medium dense 
granular materials underlain by a layer of dense ash followed by a dense to very dense sand and finally 
stiff silty clay, in a similar manner to the conditions found at the adjacent Primary No. 2.  Figure 6 below 
illustrates the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Geotechnical Model at Secondary No. 2 

6.5 Final Settling Pond 

The boreholes advanced around the FSP suggest relatively uniform and loose to medium dense granular 
materials underlain by a layer of stiff silty clay.  Figure 7 below illustrates the model. 
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Figure 7:  Geotechnical Model at the FSP 

6.6 Bottom Ash Area 

The BAA is generally formed with a bottom that slopes down from ground surface at its east side towards 
the FSP where a 2 foot high embankment is shared along its north/northwest side with the FSP.  The 
BAA is primarily an incised structure.  Depending on interpretation of survey data for surrounding ground, 
the BAA is less than 5 ft deep at its deepest; therefore, no stability analyses were performed at the BAA. 
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7.0 SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSES 

Slope stability analyses were performed using ‘SLIDE’Version 6.018, a Rocscience software program 
designed for analysis of slopes such as the embankment slopes at the RMSGS facility.  SLIDE is a two-
dimensional slope stability program for evaluating the safety factor or probability of failure, of circular or 
non-circular failure surfaces in soil or rock slopes. SLIDE analyzes the stability of multiple slip surfaces 
using vertical slice limit equilibrium methods (e.g. Bishop, Janbu, Spencer, etc). Individual slip surfaces 
can be analyzed, or search methods can be applied to locate the critical slip surface for a given slope.  
The program also has the capacity to perform pseudo static seismic analyses with prescribed ground 
acceleration.  The search method was used for the analyses described in this report, and the reported 
factors of safety (FoS) are the low FoS found from all individual analysis runs for each case.  

Slope stability analyses were performed on the geotechnical model cross sections at five of the six 
hydraulic structures under evaluation. While these structures are not regulated by the State of Indiana, 
the specific analysis types are based on those described in the Indiana DNR, Division of Water General 
Guidelines for New Dams and Improvements to Existing Dams in Indiana, 2001 Edition.  For existing 
dams, the specific analysis types are: 

 Steady state seepage, full pool, downstream slope 
 Steady state seepage, maximum pool, downstream slope 
 Rapid drawdown, upstream slope; and 
 Seismic (pseudo-static) with normal pool, steady state seepage, downstream slope 

In addition to the specified analyses, a global analysis was performed for each structure.  Full pool 
elevations were not evident on historic drawings; therefore, existing water levels were used for analyses.  
The steady state analyses were performed with the fully developed phreatic surface as indicated by the 
site geotechnical investigation and as extrapolated based on inferred subsurface conditions.  This 
phreatic surface begins at the upstream water level, extends horizontally to the upstream side of the 
embankment, then extends downward to near the elevation where the groundwater level was 
encountered in exploratory holes in the downstream side of the embankment and then to the water level 
of Lake Michigan.  The inferred piezometric levels in each model are illustrated in Appendix E.  Drained 
shear strength parameters were used in the slope stability analyses for the material types.   

In the rapid draw down analysis, the initial water level condition was assumed to be at normal pool 
elevation, and the final water level condition was assumed to be at the toe of the embankment, i.e., the 
pool is completely empty.  This is a relatively severe loading condition as compared to that described in 
the Indiana guidelines where the final level is assumed to be the invert of a drawdown pipe.   
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A pseudo static seismic analysis was performed on the downstream slope of each section.  The analyses 
were performed with the same steady state, fully developed phreatic surface in the embankments as was 
used in the initial three cases analyzed. The ground acceleration used in the seismic analysis was 
0.1319g, which is the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) ground motion of 0.2 second spectral 
response, or the 2 percent exceedance in 50 years.  The value of the acceleration was obtained from the 
United States Geologic Survey (USGS) online seismic hazard tool, which provides such information for 
any location in the United States.  The zip code for the MCGS was used as the location of the site.  
Contour intervals of this same seismic acceleration are included in Appendix D of the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USCOE) publication number:  ER 1110-2-1806 titled Engineering and Design – Earthquake 

Design and Evaluation for Civil Works Projects.  This contour map, which illustrates the seismic 
acceleration contours for the 0.2 sec spectral response and 2 percent probability of exceedance in 50 
years is also included in Appendix D of this report.  This map shows how the area of northwest Indiana is 
a relatively low hazard area from the view point of seismic risk.  The MCGS is in Risk Zone 1 in the ASCE 
seismic risk categorization which is also illustrated in the USACOE publication referenced above.  This is 
the second lowest category in a five category system.  This ASCE seismic risk map is also included in 
Appendix E.  

As previously indicated, analyses were performed for the four loading cases on representative cross 
sections of each of the five embankments under consideration.  Analyses were performed with circular 
analyses.  Planar analyses were also performed in the case of the FSP and Primary No. 1.  The search 
method of analysis was used, and several thousand trial surfaces for each case and each model were 
run.  

The results of the analyses indicate the embankments have adequate FoS given the strength parameters 
used and the conditions analyzed.   

A summary of the lowest calculated FoS for each case analyzed at the five structures is included in Table 
4 below. 
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Table 4:  Slope Stability Analysis Results Summary 

Primary No. 1 
Case Factor of Safety 

Steady Sate, Global  (01A) 2.4 
Steady State, Existing Pool  (01B) 2.2 
Rapid Drawdown Upstream Slope  (01C) 1.8 
Seismic, Existing Pool  (01D) 1.5 

Primary No. 2 
Case Factor of Safety 

Steady Sate, Global  (02A) 1.9 
Steady State, Existing Pool  (02B) 2.2 
Rapid Drawdown Upstream Slope  (02C) 1.6 
Seismic, Existing Pool  (02D) 1.5 

Secondary No. 1 
Case Factor of Safety 

Steady Sate, Global  (03A) 2.6 
Steady State, Existing Pool  (03B) 2.1 
Rapid Drawdown Upstream Slope  (03C) 1.6 
Seismic, Existing Pool  (03D) 1.5 

Secondary No. 2 
Case Factor of Safety 

Steady Sate, Global  (04A) 1.8 
Steady State, Existing Pool  (04B) 2.1 
Rapid Drawdown Upstream Slope  (04C) 2.1 
Seismic, Existing Pool  (04D) 1.4 

Final Settling Pond 
Case Factor of Safety 

Steady Sate, Global  (05A) 3.1 
Steady State, Existing Pool Upstream (05B) 1.8 
Rapid Drawdown Upstream Slope  (05C) 1.4 
Seismic, Existing Pool Upstream (05D) 1.0 
 
Models, input and output from the slope stability analyses are included in Appendix E.  In the front of the 
appendix, a summary of the analyses performed is presented.  In the following subsections of the 
appendix, analysis results are presented for each of the five structures analyzed. 
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8.0 SHEET PILE WALL ANALYSES 

The existing steel sheet pile walls were modeled with Shoring Suite V 8.12 using the subsurface 
conditions and material properties previously described.  Specifically, three different wall sections and 
geometric configurations were analyzed including: Secondary No. 1 and 2 as well as Primary No. 2. The 
secondary pond walls are rectangular structures that provide storage for some ash and process water.   
The Primary No. 2 wall consists of two independent linear steel sheet pile structures spaced about 45 feet 
apart.  The intent of the walls is to provide shoreline protection from Lake Michigan (lower wall) and 
stabilize the entire hydraulic structure area (upper wall).   Where applicable a 375 lb/ft2 vehicular live load 
was applied at the top of wall.  The maximum exposed wall heights, obtained from the Sargent & Lundy 
construction drawings, ranged from 8 to 16 feet for Primary No. 2 and Secondary No. 2 respectively.  
Steel sheeting sections consisted of PZ 27 and 38 depending on location and varied in length from 30 to 
42 feet.  Sheeting sections were also gleaned from the Sargent & Lundy construction drawings.  Sheeting 
lengths were not field verified as part of our investigation.  The lengths provided on the Sargent and 
Lundy drawings were assumed to be as constructed.  The following assumptions were made for the 
calculations:  

1. No impact loads were analyzed on the wall – only live load from vehicle traffic 
2. Adequate drainage is provided behind the existing wall  

a. Differential hydrostatic pressures were not applied above the groundwater depth noted 
during drilling. The exception being the lower/upper walls along Lake Michigan.  

3. All sheeting is cantilevered with no tie backs or whalers present 
4. Steel sheeting has a yield stress of 50 ksi. 
5. Sargent and Lundy drawing information accurately reflects existing conditions.  

 
Table 5 provides a summary of the calculations.  
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Table 5: Summary of Sheet Pile Wall Analysis 

Wall 
location 

Steel 
Sheet 
Pile 
Type 

Maximum 
Exposed 
Wall 
Height (ft) 

Length 
of 
Sheeting 
(ft) 

Maximum 
Applied 
Moment (kip-ft) 
and Depth (ft) 

Estimated 
Minimum Required 
Section Modulus 
(in3/ft)(1) 

Actual 
Section 
Modulus  
(in3/ft) 

Secondary  
Pond No. 1 PZ 27 13 30 32.8 at 19.2 11.9 30.2 
Secondary 
Pond No. 2 PZ 27 16 36 67.7 at 24 24.6 30.2 
Primary 
Pond No. 2 
– lower 
wall PZ 38 8 42 24.2 at 17.6 8.8 46.8 
Primary 
Pond No. 2 
– upper 
wall PZ 38 12 42 35.7 at 20.5 13 46.8 
Notes: (1) Estimated minimum section modulus based on Shoring Suite Model output 
 
As shown in the above table the installed sheeting has adequate section capacity to resist the applied 
moments.  In addition to the internal structural analysis a stability check was also completed for the walls 
to assess the potential for wall rotation and subsequent top of wall deflection.   The analysis indicates the 
walls are stable under static loading conditions.  Sheet pile wall analysis results are included in Appendix 
F. 
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The slope stability analyses indicate shallow potential failure surfaces have the lowest calculated FoS, 
which is consistent with the sandy conditions encountered in the field investigation and as used in the 
geotechnical models.  However, the analyses indicate acceptable FoS for the conditions analyzed.  Most 
of the estimated FoS are relatively high which is expected given the material types, relative density of the 
embankment material and the presence of several steel sheet pile walls at the MCGS site.  The 
calculated factors of safety for the rapid drawdown and seismic loading conditions are generally high with 
the exception of the seismic upstream condition for the FSP which is relatively low at 1.0, but is still 
acceptable based on US Army Corps of Engineers criteria.  

Several analyses were completed for the existing steel sheet pile walls including a verification of the 
structural capacity and overall stability.  Our analysis indicates the walls are stable from a structural and 
global perspective based on the conditions documented during our investigation and wall properties 
outlined in this report.  

In general, the results of the current subsurface investigation are consistent with subsurface conditions 
indicated in the boring logs available from historic geotechnical investigations performed at the site.  The 
embankments appear to have been constructed with compacted Sand borrowed from site or nearby 
areas.  Locally ash appears to have been incorporated in the fill.  The embankment foundations typically 
consist of loose to dense sand.  There are some areas or layers of less dense or looser material.  Some 
areas indicate the presence of dense bottom ash fill beneath the embankments. 
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The subsurface conditions indicated in the field investigations were summarized and condensed into 
geotechnical models and used in slope stability analyses.  Slope stability and sheet pile wall analyses 
were performed on select cross sections from various locations around the facility.   

It is recommended that operations and maintenance include regular periodic observations and 
documentation of the embankments and sheet pile walls at the site. 
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